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Terms and Conditions

Metway History
Metway Electrical Industries was established in 1937 and is still a privately owned family business. Metway has been providing
electrical connector solutions for over fifty years to the lighting and electronic sector, now with a range in excess of 20,000
products from simple terminal blocks to PCB mount connectors and transformers.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
No condition or stipulations, which are attached to the buyer’s form of
order, and which are inconsistent with these terms or which add to or
modify them in any way, shall have any effect, unless expressly accepted
in writing by a Director of the Company at the time of acknowledgement of
each separate order. In the absence of such acceptance, the buyer shall
be deemed to have withdrawn or waived his conditions or stipulations and
to contract solely on these terms.

The Wiring Systems division was launched in 1999 concentrating on providing a “plug & play” alternative to conventional wiring
which has evolved into a rapidly growing business. The inclusion of a full lighting control range ensures that Metway is at the
forefront of its market.
Metway’s head office in Brighton, incorporating a 17,500 square foot warehouse
and production facility, is the hub that enables a fast turnaround of orders. A vast
stock holding and on-site manufacturing ensures that customer requirements are
met.
Mission Statement
To supply high quality competitive connector & lighting control solutions to the
electrical & electronic industry, backed by high levels of service and technical
support.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS
Special quotations at variance from our current PRICE LISTS, and
variances from these Terms and Conditions of Trading, shall only be valid if
in writing and signed by an authorised official of the Company

Our aim
We aim to be the friendliest and most flexible organisation within our industry,
providing fast and efficient service to all our customers.

ORDERS
Orders should be in writing. Verbal orders will be accepted, but the
customer will be responsible for any errors of description or quantity, or
date of delivery in goods supplied there under.

Quality policy
Metway is committed to a policy that will ensure that our customers are provided
with products of a consistently high level of quality, reliability, safety and that
products are delivered at the agreed time. Metway is also committed to improving
service to our customers by exceeding their expectations.

CANCELLATION
1. After acceptance, orders shall not be subject to cancellation or
alteration, except with the agreement of the Company in writing and signed
by an authorised official.
2. Cancellation of orders for goods specially made to customers
specifications, cannot be accepted
3. Cancellation or alteration charges may be applicable, to cover the cost
of our administration

To achieve these objectives the company's Quality Management System is
registered to BS EN ISO 9001:2008. As a means to monitor and measure
Metway's performance a number of indicators are measured and reported at
monthly management meetings, with a view to continual improvement.

NEW ACCOUNTS
In order to avoid delay, goods up to the value of £250, can be despatched
upon receipt of a completed and signed METWAY credit application form.
For orders which exceed this value, it will be necessary to ask for the
difference on account. Credit applications are only accepted on the
METWAY credit application forms which can be posted or faxed
immediately upon request.

The maintenance of quality is the responsibility of all staff and each is responsible
for implementing the requirements of the quality system. Staff are trained in all
aspects of the quality system.
Rigorous quality control procedures and international product approval provides you and your customers with peace of mind.
Environmental policy
Metway accepts its environmental responsibilities and recognises its obligations to contribute to the resolution of global and
local environmental issues by reducing its environmental impacts and by taking a leading role in promoting environmental good
practice. Therefore Metway will:
comply with all relevant legislation and codes of practice
continually seek to improve its environmental performance
integrate environmental concerns into all planning
improve staff environmental awareness and understanding
All materials used in our products are non-toxic and have no known detrimental effects on the Environment. Wherever possible
we use packaging that is biodegradable or we can arrange for this to be returned to us for recycling or safe disposal. Please
contact us if you have any special requirements in this area.
Policies correct at time of going to print. For the latest information please go to www.metway.co.uk
Metway Electrical Industries Limited
Barrie House
18 North Street
Portslade
East Sussex BN41 1DG
Telephone:
Sales
Reception
Accounts
Fax:
Email:
Web:
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PRICES AND VARIATION
1. All prices quoted or listed by the Company, are based on the prices of
the company’s suppliers at the time of quotation listing. These are subject
to adjustment prior to despatch to cover any increase in such prices, or in
taxation or duty which might take place prior to delivery, such prices are
exclusive of packing, carriage and VAT.
2. Where goods are to be imported, the Company reserves the right to
vary the price quoted, to reflect the rate of exchange for the purchase of
the relevant currency in pounds sterling.

RETURNS
We cannot accept the return of goods unless our prior consent has first
been obtained, and the goods are returned to us in their original boxes or
cartons, and in an unused condition. We reserve the right to make a 10%
handling charge, min £40, which ever is the greater, to cover our
administration costs, should this be necessary.
DRAWINGS/DATA
1. All specifications, drawings and particulars of weights, dimensions,
capacity or other details are approximate only. Specific details can be
confirmed on request.
2. We shall make every effort to ensure the accuracy of technical details
relating to our goods but we accept no liability in contract or tort or under
statute or otherwise for any damages or injury arising directly or indirectly
from any error or omission in such technical details whether caused by our
negligence or otherwise.
3. The Company reserves the right to amend and/or improve designs at
any time without notice.
PERFORMANCE
1. We shall use our best endeavours to provide you with general advice
about our goods.
2. The responsibility for ensuring that goods are sufficient and suitable for
your requirements is your sole responsibility.
EXPORT
The foregoing conditions also apply to export orders. Our prices are ex
works, packing & freight at extra cost. We shall be pleased to quote
especially if substantial quantities are required. Payment terms are
negotiable.
DISCLAIMER
Metway will not accept responsibility for connections made between its
connectors and other unapproved manufacturers connectors. For details of
approved connectors contact Metway.

DELIVERY DATES
While the Company will use its best endeavours to meet any stated
delivery dates, time shall not be the essence of the contract and the
Company shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever, resulting
directly or indirectly from late delivery.
DELIVERY
1. All prices are ex works, and all or any costs of delivery will be charged to
the buyer, unless otherwise stated under the terms of the contract, or at
time of order. Goods will be consigned by post, or road transport, to an
address in the United Kingdom, specified by the buyer in writing.
2. In the event of non-deliver, the buyer must notify the Company
(i) in the case of non-delivery, within the United Kingdom,
within 7 days of notification of despatch, or receipt of
invoice, whichever is the earlier
(ii) In the case of overseas non-delivery, within 14 days of
notification of despatch, or receipt of invoice, whichever is
the earlier.
Otherwise, a claim cannot be made on the carriers for loss in transit, if we
are not so advised, the consignee will be deemed to be responsible for the
loss
3. Every care is taken in checking goods In the event of shortage or
damage, the buyer must notify the Company within 3 days of receipt of
goods, the packages and the contents must be retained for carriers
inspection where necessary
PAYMENT
1. Payment is strictly 30 days Net, unless otherwise agreed in writing and
signed by a director of the company.
2. If payment is not made in accordance with the agreed terms, the buyer
shall be deemed to be in default of payment and the Company shall be
entitled without prejudice to any other rights it may have to charge interest
at the rate of 8% above the Bank of England base rate, from time to time in
force, until the amount owing is paid in full. The Company reserves the
right to charge the buyer for any legal costs involved in connection with the
recovery of outstanding amounts due.
3. Failure to make due payment of deliveries, under these terms, or any
other contract between the buyer and the Company, shall entitle the
Company to delay, suspend, or cancel deliveries in whole or in part at its
option, or withdraw account facilities.
4. If account facilities are withdrawn, then all outstanding invoices will
immediately fall due for payment, and a demand as such will be made at
the time of withdrawal of these facilities

+44 (0) 1273 431600
+44 (0) 1273 439266
+44 (0) 1273 431612
+44 (0) 1273 439288
sales@metway.co.uk
www.metway.co.uk

+44 (0) 1273 431600

RETENTION OF TITLE
1. The property and title to the goods shall remain with the Company, until
such time as all sums owing for and in respect of the goods have been
received from the buyer by the Company
2. Until such time, the buyer is required to store the goods in such a way,
that they clearly remain the property of the Company.

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk

+44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 930/938T
3.5mm pitch - low profile - interlocking

938T

930T

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 930/938T connectors are 3.5mm pitch,
side entry format in a low profile housing. They
are available with round cable entry holes
(series930) or elongated cable entry holes
(series 938). Both versions are supplied in 2 and
3 pole interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:

Round cable entry
Enter 0
Elongated cable entry
Enter 8

Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

26-16 AWG
7A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-16 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
series 930 - 1mm2
series 938 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
6mm
1.2mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: 7mm pitch available. Please enquire for details.
Single piece housings: available in one piece versions 2 - 24 pole.
Please enquire for details.

Enter number of
poles required

9 3

T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 934
3.5mm pitch - 45º entry - one piece housing

L = number of poles x 3.5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 934 connectors are 3.5mm pitch,
45°entry in a low profile housing. They are
available in 2 to 24 pole lengths. All types can be
supplied with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-16 AWG
10A

26-16 AWG
7A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
1mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
6mm
1.2mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

9 3 4
6

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Pin spacing: 7mm pitch available. Please enquire for details.

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK720
3.5mm pitch - side and top entry

GSK720V

FEATURES

GSK720H

Approvals

Series GSK720 connectors have a pin spacing
of just 3.5mm and are the smallest type
available in this range of connectors. They are
available in both side entry (type V) and top
entry (type H) and can be supplied with or
without wire protectors in 2 to 16 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

1.0

26-18 AWG
10A

26-18 AWG
10A

1.0

Voltage Rating

130

300

300

125

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
PART NUMBER CODE

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tin plated
to EN 60 998: 13.5A
see approvals
CTI > 600
without wire protectors - 2.5mm2
with wire protectors - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
4.5mm - 5mm
1mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 16

Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.
Side entry
Enter V
Top entry
Enter H

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

GS K 7 2 0
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

Spacing: 7mm also available. Please enquire for details.

- - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 650TDS
5mm pitch - low profile - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 650T are 5mm pitch, low profile, side
entry connectors and are available in 2, 3 and 8
pole (type 08M). All versions have interlocking
dovetails to enable longer lengths to be
assembled and are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2, 3 and 8 pole modules,
or to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M2.5, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tin plated
16A
250v
without wire protectors - 4mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
n/a
4.5mm - 5mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 652T (see page 32).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

8 pole only
Enter M

6 5 0 T
8

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 651TDS
5mm pitch - low profile - top entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 651T are 5mm pitch, low profile, top
entry connectors and are available in 2 and 3
pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M2.5, steel galvanised and chromed
brass, tin plated
16A
250v
without wire protectors - 4mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
n/a
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 653T (see page 33).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.
PART NUMBER CODE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 5 1 T

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 940/941T
5.08mm pitch - low profile - interlocking

940T

941T

L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 940/941T connectors are 5.08mm pitch,
in a low profile housing. They are available in
side entry (series 940) or top entry (series 941).
Both versions are supplied in 2 and 3 pole
interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths. All types can be supplied with
or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
15A

1.5
17.5A

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-14 AWG
15A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
1mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5.08mm
0.4 Nm
6mm
1.2mm

OPTIONS

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

9 4
10

Single piece housings: available in one piece versions 2 - 32 pole.
Please enquire for details.

Enter number of
poles required

T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 950/951T
5mm pitch - low profile - interlocking

950T

951T

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 950/951T connectors are 5mm pitch in a
low profile housing and are available in side
entry (series 950) or top entry (series 951). Both
versions are supplied in 2 and 3 pole interlocking
modules or pre-assembled to required lengths.
Additionally series 950 can be supplied as an 8
pole interlocking version (type 08M). All types
are available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
15A

1.5
17.5A

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-14 AWG
15A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

9 5

Single piece housings: series P95/97. Please refer to page 12.

Number of poles
Enter 02, 03 or
08M (series 950)

T
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES P95/97
5mm pitch - low profile - one piece housing

P95

P97

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series P95/97 connectors are 5mm pitch, in a
low profile housing. They are available in side
entry (series P95) or top entry (series P97) and
can be supplied in 2 to 32 pole lengths. All types
are available with or without wire protectors.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2-8 pole lengths CTI > 600
9-32 pole lengths CTI > 175
1.5mm2
80º C maximum
5mm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Interlocking versions: series 950/951T. Please refer to page 11.

PART NUMBER CODE

Imperial pitch: series 940/941T. Please refer to page 10.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

Side entry
Enter 5
Top entry
Enter 7

P 9
12

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk

Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK820
5mm - low profile - interlocking

GSK820V

FEATURES

GSK820H

Approvals

Series GSK820 connectors are 5mm pitch in a
low profile housing and can be supplied in both
side entry (type V) and top entry (type H). They
are available with or without wire protectors and
are supplied in 2 and 3 pole interlocking
modules or pre-assembled to required lengths.
Each pole has a test probe facility.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

1.5

14 AWG
15A

18-16 AWG
10A

1.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated and chromed
stainless sprung steel
to EN 60 998: 17.5A
see approvals
without wire protectors - 2.5mm2
with wire protectors - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Enter number of
poles required

Pin spacing: 10mm spacing also available. Please enquire for details.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.

Side entry
Enter V
Top entry
Enter H

GS K 8 2 0
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 670TDS
5mm pitch - standard profile - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 670T are 5mm pitch, standard profile,
side entry connectors and are available in 2, 3
and 8 pole (type 08M). All versions have
interlocking dovetails to enable longer lengths to
be assembled and are available with or without
wire protectors. Supplied as 2, 3 or 8 pole
modules, or to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
250v
without wire protectors - 4.0mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 672T (see page 34).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.
PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

8 pole only
Enter M

6 7 0 T
14

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 671TDS
5mm pitch - standard profile - top entry

FEATURES
Series 671T are 5mm pitch, standard profile, top
entry connectors and are available in 2 and 3
pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
250v
without wire protectors - 4.0mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS

Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 673T (see page 35).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 7 1 T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 960/961T
5.08mm pitch - standard profile - interlocking

960T

961T

L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 960/961T connectors are 5.08mm pitch,
in a standard profile housing. They are available
in side entry format (series 960) or top entry
format (series 961). Both versions are supplied
in 2 and 3 pole interlocking modules or
pre-assembled to required lengths and are
available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

2.5
24A

300

300

400

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
10A
250v
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5.08mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Single piece housings: available in one piece versions in 2 - 32 pole.
Please enquire for details.

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

16

22-10 AWG
15A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:

9 6

26-12 AWG
20A

Enter number of
poles required

T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 970/971T
5mm pitch - standard profile - interlocking
970T

971T

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 970/971T connectors are 5mm pitch in a
standard profile housing. They are available in
side entry format (series 970) or top entry format
(series 971). Both versions are supplied in 2 and
3 pole interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
24A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
10A
250v
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Single piece housings: available in one piece versions 2 - 32 pole. Please
refer to page 18.

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

9 7

26-12 AWG
20A

Enter number of
poles required

T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 970/971
5mm pitch - standard profile - one piece housing
970

971

L = number of poles x 5mm + 1mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 970/971 connectors are 5mm pitch in a
standard profile housing. They are available
inside entry format (series 970) or top entry
format (series 971). They are supplied in 2 to 32
pole lengths and are available with or without
wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
20A

26-10 AWG
22A

2.5
24A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
PART NUMBER CODE

9 7
18

1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
10A
250v
2 - 8 pole lengths CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole lengths CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Interlocking lengths: please refer to page 17.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk

Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK830
5mm - standard profile - interlocking

GSK830V

FEATURES

GSK830H

Approvals

Series GSK830 connectors are 5mm pitch in a
standard profile housing and can be supplied in
both side entry (type V) and top entry (type H).
They are available with or without wire protectors
and are supplied in 2 and 3 pole interlocking
modules or pre-assembled to required lengths.
Each pole has a test probe facility.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-12 AWG
16A

22-12 AWG
20A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated and chromed
stainless sprung steel
to EN 60 998: 24A
VDE 250v / UL 300v
without wire protectors - 4mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
0.5 Nm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Enter number of
poles required

Pin spacing: 10mm spacing also available. Please enquire for details.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.

Side entry
Enter V
Top entry
Enter H

GS K 8 3 0
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 968/978T
5mm/5.08mm pitch - 4mm2 - interlocking
968T

978T

L = number of poles x 5mm or 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 968/978T connectors are side entry
format in a standard profile housing with an
enlarged cable entry of up to 4mm2. They are
available in imperial pitch (series 968) and metric
pitch (series 978). Both versions are supplied in
2 and 3 pole interlocking modules or preassembled to required lengths and are available
with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

5.08mm pitch
Enter 6
5mm pitch
Enter 7

9
20

8 T

22-10 AWG
20A

2.5
24A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
20A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
15A to VDE 0298, part 4.Table 6,
group 2, 30° C ambient temperature
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 3.5mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
4mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series 968: 5.08mm
series 978: 5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Enter number of
poles required

Single piece housings: available in one piece versions in 2-32 pole
lengths, see page 21.

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 968/978
5mm/5.08mm pitch - 4mm2 - one piece housing
968

978

L = number of poles x 5mm or 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 968/978 connectors are side entry format
in a standard profile housing with an enlarged
cable entry of up to 4mm2. They are available in
imperial pitch (series 968) and metric pitch
(series 978). They are supplied in 2 to 32 pole
lengths and are available with or without wire
protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

22-10 AWG
20A

4.0
24A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
20A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
15A to VDE 0100, part 523. Table 2,
group 3, 30° C ambient temperature
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 3.5mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 32 pole lengths: CTI > 175
4mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series 968: 5.08mm
series 978: 5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
5.08mm pitch
Enter 6
5mm pitch
Enter 7

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Interlocking lengths: refer to page 20.

9

8

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 950/951LH
5mm pitch - low profile - for encapsulation
950LH

951LH

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 950/951LH connectors are 5mm pitch, in
a low profile housing. They have fully sealed
solder pins for applications where encapsulation
is required. They are available in side entry
format (series 950) or top entry format (series
951). They are supplied in 2 to 12 pole lengths
and are available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

9 5
22

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

300

300

250

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 12 pole lengths: CTI > 175
1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

L H

1.5
17.5A

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

26-12 AWG
15A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-14 AWG
15A

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 970/971LH
5mm pitch - standard profile - for encapsulation
970LH

971LH

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 970/971LH connectors are 5mm pitch, in
a standard profile housing. They have fully
sealed solder pins for applications where
encapsulation is required. They are available in
side entry format (series 970) or top entry format
(series 971). They are supplied in 2 to 12 pole
lengths and are available with or without wire
protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

9 7

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

300

300

400

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
10A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 12 pole lengths: CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

L H

2.5
24A

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

22-10 AWG
15A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-12 AWG
20A

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 970/971/X
Single pole - standard profile
970TX

971TX

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 970/971X connectors are available in
side entry format (series 970) or top entry format
(series 971). They provide a common pole with
multiple cable entry holes, ideal for earthing
purposes. They are supplied in 2, 3 and 4 pole
interlocking form (type TX) or non interlocking
form from 5 to 12 pole (type X). They are
available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:

2 to 4 poles
Enter TX
5 to 12 poles
Enter X

Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

2.5
24A

300

300

400

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
20A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 12 pole lengths: CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series 970TX: 5 - 15mm
series 970X: 20 - 55mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

9 7
24

22-10 AWG
15A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
20A

- - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 964/974T
5mm/5.08mm pitch - 45º entry - interlocking

964T

974T

L = number of poles x 5mm or 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 964/974T connectors are 45° entry in a
standard profile housing and are suitable for
high density installations. They are available in
imperial pitch (series 964) and metric pitch
(series 974). Both versions are supplied in 2 and
3 pole interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

5.08mm pitch
Enter 6
5mm pitch
Enter 7

9

4 T

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
24A

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
20A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, clear passivated
stainless steel
20A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 3.5mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series 964: 5.08mm
series 974: 5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Enter number of
poles required

Single piece housings: series 974 one piece versions available 2 - 26
pole, see page 26.

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 974
5mm pitch - 45º entry - one piece housing

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 974 connectors are 5mm pitch, 45° entry
in a standard profile housing and are suitable for
high density installations. They are supplied in 2
to 26 pole lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
20A

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
24A

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, clear passivated
stainless steel
20A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 26 pole lengths: CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 26

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Interlocking versions: available in 2 and 3 pole interlocking lengths, see
page 25.
Pin spacing: 10mm pitch available, please refer to page 40.

9 7 4
26

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 645TDS
5mm pitch - 45º - rising clamp

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 645T are 5mm pitch, 45° entry
connectors and are available in 2 and 3 pole
versions which have interlocking dovetails to
enable longer lengths to be assembled. Supplied
as 2 and 3 pole modules, or to pre-assembled
required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M2.5, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
300v
1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm / 10mm
6mm - 6.5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 646T.
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.
PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 4 5 T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK845
5mm - rising clamp - 45º - interlocking

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK845 connectors are 45° conductor
entry and have a pin spacing of 5mm. They are
supplied in 2 and 3 pole interlocking modules or
pre-assembled to required lengths. This range
also incorporates rising clamp terminals which
allow the conductors to be clamped and
released repeatedly without damage to the
strands.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-14 AWG
15A

28-16 AWG
16A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated and chromed
stainless sprung steel
to EN 60 998: 24A
VDE 250v / UL 300v
2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm / 10mm
0.4 Nm
6mm - 6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.
Spacing: 10mm also available, please enquire for details.

Enter number of
poles required

GS K 8 4 5
28

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 677TDS
7.5mm pitch - standard profile - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 677T are 7.5mm pitch, standard profile
side entry connectors and are available in 2 and
3 pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
300v
without wire protectors - 4.0mm2
with wire protectors - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
7.5mm / 15mm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 15mm version type 678TDS.
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.
PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 7 7 T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 976/977T
7.5mm pitch - side and 45º entry - interlocking
976T

977T

L = number of poles x 7.5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 976/977T connectors are 7.5mm pitch in
a standard profile housing and are suitable for
high density installations. They are available in
45° entry (series 976) and side entry (series
977). Both versions are supplied in 2 and 3 pole
interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp. limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

9 7
30

T

2.5
24A

300

300

750

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, clear passivated
stainless steel
see approvals
380v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage & clearance distance 6.3mm.
Breakdown voltage 4000v ~
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
7.5mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS
45º entry
Enter 06
Side entry
Enter 7

22-10 AWG
15A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
15A

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES P96/P96TE
10mm pitch - low profile - one piece housing
P96

P96TE

L = number of poles by 10 less 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series P96 connectors are 10mm pitch in a low
profile housing. They are available in side entry
format (series P96) or top entry format (series
P96TE) and can be supplied in 2 to 16 pole
lengths. All types are available with or without
wire protectors.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Maximum temp:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
6A
500v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage & clearance distance > 8mm.
Breakdown voltage 5000v ~
2 to 8 pole lengths: CTI > 600
9 to 16 pole lengths: CTI > 175
1.5mm2
80º C
10mm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
PART NUMBER CODE

Imperial pitch: also available in imperial pitch. Please enquire for details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 -16

Side entry
Leave blank
Top entry
Enter TE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

P 9 6
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 652TDS
10mm pitch - low profile - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 652T are 10mm pitch, low profile, side
entry connectors and are available in 2 and 3
pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M2.5, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tin plated
16A
250v
without wire protectors 4.0 mm2
with wire protectors 2.5 mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
10mm
n/a
4.5mm - 5mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 5mm pitch type 650T (see page 8).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

PART NUMBER CODE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 5 2 T
32

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 653TDS
10mm pitch - low profile - top entry

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 653T are 10mm pitch, low profile, top
entry connectors and are available in 2 and 3
pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M2.5, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tin plated
16A
250v
without wire protectors 4.0 mm2
with wire protectors 2.5 mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
10mm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 5mm pitch type 651T (see page 9).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

PART NUMBER CODE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 5 3 T

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 672TDS
10mm pitch - standard profile - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 672T are 10mm pitch, standard profile,
side entry connectors and are available in 2 and
3 pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
250v
without wire protectors 4.0 mm2
with wire protectors 2.5 mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
10mm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 5mm pitch type 670T (see page 14).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.
PART NUMBER CODE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 7 2 T
34

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 673TDS
10mm pitch - standard profile - top entry

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 673T are 10mm pitch, standard profile,
top entry connectors and are available in 2 and 3
pole versions which have interlocking dovetails
to enable longer lengths to be assembled. All
types are available with or without wire
protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole modules, or
to pre-assembled required lengths.

Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned to ISO 2093
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
16A
250v
without wire protectors 4.0 mm2
with wire protectors 2.5 mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
10mm
4.5mm - 5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 5mm pitch type 671T (see page 15).
Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

PART NUMBER CODE

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

6 7 3 T

Enter number of
poles required

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 972/973
10mm pitch - standard profile - one piece housing
972

973

L = number of poles by 10 less 4mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 972/973 connectors are 10mm pitch in a
standard profile housing. They are available in
side entry format (series 972) or top entry format
(series 973). They are supplied in 2 to 16 pole
lengths and are available with or without wire
protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
20A

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
24A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

9 7
36

1.3mm

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 16

Side entry
Enter 2
Top entry
Enter 3

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree1.
Creepage & clearance distance 3.5mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2-8 pole lengths CTI > 600
9-16 pole lengths CTI > 175
2.5 mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
10mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 910
10mm pitch - heavy duty - single & double solder pins
910

910Y

L = number of poles x 10 less 2mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 910 connectors are 10mm pitch in side
entry format. They are designed for heavy duty
mains applications up to 15A. They are available
with single solder pins (type 910) or double
solder pins (type 910Y). They are supplied in 2
to 12 pole lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

9 1 0

4.0
32A

300

300

750

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3.5, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
see approvals
500V ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage & clearance distance 8mm.
Breakdown voltage 5000v ~
2-8 pole lengths CTI > 600
9-12 pole lengths CTI > 175
4.0 mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
10mm
0.79 Nm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Single solder pins
Leave blank
Double solder pins
Enter Y

22-10 AWG
25A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

18-10 AWG
25A

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Solder pins: 1.5mm diameter version also available.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES P322
10mm pitch - side entry

L = number of poles x 10 less 3mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series P322 connectors provide a simple means
of connecting to the printed circuit board via a
conventional terminal block housing
incorporating screw terminals and p.c. pins. The
increased creepage and clearance distances
provided by these connectors are particularly
suitable for control equipment. They are
available with or without wire protectors and are
supplied in 2 to 12 pole lengths.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, natural, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
tinned bronze
15A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage & clearance distance > 6.3mm.
Breakdown voltage 6000v ~
CTI > 600
2.5 mm2
max: 80º C
10mm
8mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
PART NUMBER CODE

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

P 3 2 2
38

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK801
10mm - screw type - side entry

L = number of poles x 10 less 3.5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK801 connectors provide a simple
connection to the circuit board via screw
terminals and solder pins. They are 10mm pitch
and are available from 2 to 12 pole. All types are
available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

14 AWG
15A

18-14 AWG
20A

2.5

300

300

380

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, white, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, chromed
to EN 60 998: 24A
380v ~
KB > 600
without wire protectors: up to 6.0 mm2
with wire protectors: up to 2.5 mm2
max short term: 160º C
continuous: RTI 100º C
10mm
0.5 Nm
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

GS K 8 0 1
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Standard screw type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 975
10mm - 45º entry - one piece housing

L = number of poles x 10 less 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 975 connectors are 10mm pitch, 45°entry
in a standard profile housing and are suitable for
high density installations. They are supplied in 2
to 13 pole lengths and are available with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
20A

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
24A

300

300

750

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, clear passivated
stainless steel
20A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2-4 pole lengths CTI > 600
5-13 pole lengths CTI > 175
2.5 mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
10mm
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 13

9 7 5
40

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.
Pin spacing: 5mm pitch available. Please refer to page 26.

- - - - - - - -
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK840
5mm pitch - 4mm2 - rising clamp

GSK840V

FEATURES

GSK840H

Approvals

Series GSK840 connectors are 5mm pitch and
have a 4mm2 conductor size. They can be
supplied in both side entry (type V) and top entry
(type H). They are available with or without wire
protectors and are supplied in 2 and 3 pole
interlocking modules or pre-assembled to
required lengths. This range also incorporate
rising clamp terminals which allow the
conductors to be clamped and released
repeatedly without damage to the strands.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-12 AWG
20A

28-12 AWG
25A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, nickel plated
M3, steel, zinc plated, chromed
stainless steel
to EN 60 998: 24A
see approvals
4mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
0.5 Nm
7.5mm - 8mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: 10mm spacing also available. Please enquire for details.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.

Side entry
Leave V
Top entry
Enter H

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 13

GS K 8 4 0
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Electronic PCB Connectors, Transformers and Wiring Accessories

Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK850
5mm pitch - standard profile - rising clamp

GSK850V

FEATURES

GSK850H

Approvals

Series GSK850 connectors are 5mm pitch in a
standard profile housing and can be supplied in
both side entry (type V) and top entry (type H).
They are available with or without wire protectors
and are supplied in 2 and 3 pole interlocking
modules or pre-assembled to required lengths.
This range also incorporate rising clamp inserts
which allow multiple connections and
disconnections, a feature that is not possible
with standard wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-12 AWG
20A

26-16 AWG
16A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, nickel plated
M3, steel, zinc plated, chromed
stainless steel
to EN 60 998: 24A
see approvals
up to 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
0.5 Nm
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: 10mm spacing also available. Please enquire for details.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.

Side entry
Leave V
Top entry
Enter H

Enter number of
poles required

GS K 8 5 0
42

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES 370/371
5mm - side & top entry - rising clamp p.c. connectors
Type 370

Type 371

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm
to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of
terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the
number of contacts to not more than 24
contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 370 (side entry) & 371 (top entry)
p.c.mounting terminal blocks have a 5mm pin
spacing and incorporate rising clamp inserts to
allow multiple connection/disconnection of the
connectors without damage to the conductors.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:

They are made as 2 and 3 pole modules which
can be assembled to longer lengths as required.

Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT (30% glass filled), UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
cu sn 6
20A
300v
0.5mm2 - 4mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
7.5mm - 8mm
1.3mm (+0.1 / -0.1)

OPTIONS
10mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

Side entry
Enter 0
Top entry
Enter 1

3 7

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES 374/375
5mm & 5.08mm - side entry - rising clamp p.c. connectors
Type 374

Type 375

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 374 (5.08mm pin spacing) & 375 (5mm
pin spacing) mounting terminal blocks are side
cable entry and incorporate rising clamp inserts
to allow multiple connection/disconnection of the
connectors without damage to the conductors.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT (30% glass filled), UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, galvanised and chromed
cu sn 6
20A
300v
0.5mm2 - 4mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
series 374: 5mm
series 375mm: 5.08mm
n/a
7.5mm - 8mm
1.3mm (+0.1 / -0.1)

OPTIONS
10mm or 10.16mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

5mm
spacing
Enter 5
5.08mm
spacing
Enter 4

3 7
44

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES 376/377
5mm - side & top entry - rising clamp p.c. connectors
Type 376

Type 377

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 376 (top entry) & 377 (side entry) p.c.
mounting terminal blocks have a 5mm pin
spacing and incorporate rising clamp inserts to
allow multiple connection/disconnection of the
connectors without damage to the conductors.
The housings are low profile with a height of just
12.5mm.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT (30% glass filled), UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, galvanised and chromed
cu sn 6
20A
300v
0.5mm2 - 4mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm (+0.1 / -0.1)

OPTIONS
10mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

Side entry
Enter 7
Top entry
Enter 6

3 7

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

- - - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Rising clamp printed circuit connectors
SERIES 373
7.5mm - side entry - p.c. connectors

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 373 p.c. mounting terminal blocks have a
7.5mm pin spacing and are available with side
cable entry. They have a very low profile with a
height above the board of just 13.9mm and
incorporate rising clamp inserts to allow multiple
connection/disconnection of the connectors
without causing damage to the conductors.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT (30% glass filled), UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, galvanised and chromed
cu sn 6
20A
300v
0.5mm2 - 4mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
7.5mm
7.5mm - 8mm
1.3mm (+0.1 / -0.1)

OPTIONS
15mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24
Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

3 7 3
46
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Multistacked printed circuit connectors
SERIES 970/978E
5mm pitch - double stacked

L = number of poles x 5 less 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 970/978E connectors are 5mm pitch,
side entry format. The mouldings are double
stacked to provide greater terminal density.
There is an option of 2.5mm cable entry (series
970) or 4mm cable entry (series 978). They are
supplied in 4 to 64 pole lengths. All variations
are available with or without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:

2.5mm2
conductors
Enter 0E
4mm2
conductors
Enter 8E

9 7

22-10 AWG
20A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
20A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
see approvals
630v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage & clearance distance 1.8mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2-16 pole lengths CTI > 600
18-64 pole lengths CTI > 175
970 - 2.5mm2: 978 - 4.0mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm (rear offset by 2.5mm)
0.51 Nm
6.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: 10mm pitch also available. Please enquire for details.

Number of poles
Enter 04 - 64

- - - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Multistacked printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK852
5mm pitch - double row - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK852 connectors are 5mm pitch in a
double row housing. They are supplied as 4 pole
(2 poles each top and bottom) or 6 pole (3 poles
each top and bottom). They can also be
interlocked but are only available in side entry
version. This range also incorporates rising
clamp inserts, which allow multiple connections
and disconnections, a feature that is not possible
with standard wire protectors. Series GSK850
single row connectors (as shown on page 42)
have compatible dovetails and can be added to
the bottom row.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-12 AWG
20A

26-16 AWG
16A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, GV20, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, chromed
stainless steel
to EN 60 998: 24A
see approvals
CTI 250
up to 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
0.5 Nm
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Enter number of
poles required

GS K 8 5 2
48
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Barrier printed circuit connectors
SERIES 980
1/4” pitch - barrier connectors
980S

980W

980D

L = number of poles x 6.35mm + 1.25mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 980 barrier connectors are 1/4" pitch and
have combined screw and washer assemblies to
provide very secure clamping of the conductors.
They are available in single pin side entry (type
S), double pin side entry (type D) and single pin
top entry (type W) in lengths from 2 to 32
poles.This range is not suitable for end stacking.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-18 AWG
7A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Pressure plates:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-18 AWG
7A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
7A
400v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage distance 5mm, clearance
3.5mm. Breakdown voltage 4000v ~
CTI > 600
2 x 0.75mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
1/4” (6.35mm)
0.51 Nm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Single pin, side entry
Enter S
Double pin, side entry
Enter D
Single pin, top entry
Enter W

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Insulating covers: enquire for details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 8 0

- - - - - - - - -
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Barrier printed circuit connectors
SERIES 982
3/8” pitch - barrier connectors
982S

982D

982W

L = number of poles x 9.52mm + 1.25mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 982 barrier connectors are 3/8" pitch and
have combined screw and washer assemblies to
provide a very secure clamping of conductors.
They are available in single pin side entry (type
S), double pin side entry (type D) and single pin
top entry (type W) in lengths from 2 to 26 poles.
This range is suitable for end stacking.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-12 AWG
20A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Pressure plates:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-12 AWG
20A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M4, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
see approvals
500v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage distance 6.3mm, clearance
5mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2 x 2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3/8” (9.52mm)
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Single pin, side entry
Enter S
Double pin, side entry
Enter D
Single pin, top entry
Enter W

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Insulating covers: enquire for details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 26

9 8 2
50
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Barrier printed circuit connectors
SERIES 983
10mm pitch - barrier connectors
983S

983D

983W

L = number of poles x 10mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 983 barrier connectors are 10mm pitch
and have combined screw and washer
assemblies to provide a very secure clamping of
conductors. They are available in single pin side
entry (type S), double pin side entry (type D) and
single pin top entry (type W) in lengths from 2 to
26 poles.This range is suitable for end stacking.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

300

300

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M4, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
see approvals
500v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
Creepage distance 6.3mm, clearance
5.5mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2 x 2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
10mm
1.13 Nm
8.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

Single pin, side entry
Enter S
Double pin, side entry
Enter D
Single pin, top entry
Enter W

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Insulating covers: enquire for details.
Back plate: series 983 is available with an insulating back plate. Please
enquire for details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 26

9 8 3

22-10 AWG
20A

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Pressure plates:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-12 AWG
20A

- - - - - - - - -
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK760
3.5mm - side entry - socket connectors

L = number of poles x 3.5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK760 socket connectors have a pin
spacing of 3.5mm and are used in conjunction
with GSK760 headers (see page 53). They are
fitted with rising clamp terminals which can be
re-used without damage to the conductors or
clamping mechanism. They also have polarising
nibs on the moulding to prevent them from being
plugged into the headers incorrectly and are
available in 2 to 12 pole lengths. For longer
assemblies up to 24 poles a combination of
lengths can be used together with a full length
pin header. This will ensure assemblies can be
disassembled easily if neccessary.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

1.5

22-14 AWG
8A

22-14 AWG
8A

1.5

Voltage Rating

125

300

300

125

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBTP, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, zinc plated, chromed
n/a
to EN 60 998: 17.5A
to EN 61 984: 8A at 60º C
see approvals
CTI 250
0.5mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
6mm - 6.5mm
n/a

PART NUMBER CODE

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: 7mm pitch available upon request.
Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

GS K 7 6 0
52

- - - - - - -
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK760
3.5mm - vertical and horizontal headers

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK760 headers have a pin spacing of
3.5mm and are used in conjunction with
GSK760 socket connectors (see page 52). They
can be supplied in either vertical mode (suffixed
V) or horizontal mode (suffixed H) and are
available in 2 to 24 pole lengths. All GSK760
headers have closed ends.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

1.5

8A

8A

1.5

Voltage Rating

125

300

300

125

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Fixing hole diameter:
Recommended pin hole
diameter:

PART NUMBER CODE

PBTP, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
n/a
n/a
n/a
to EN 60 998: 17.5A
to EN 61 984: 8A at 60º C
300v
CTI 250
n/a
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
3.5mm
n/a
6mm - 6.5mm
1.2mm
0.8mm2, brass, tinned

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: 7mm pitch available upon request.

Vertical mode
Enter V
Horizontal mode
Enter H

GS K 7 6 0

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

G

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 930
3.5mm - side entry - socket connectors

L = number of poles x 3.5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 930FL socket connectors are 3.5mm
pitch and are suitable for use with pin strips type
931SLS & 931FST (see page 55). The pin strips
can be inserted from above or below the socket
connector. By using longer pins board to board
connection is also possible (details upon
request). They are available in 2 to 24 pole
lengths. Both versions can be supplied with or
without wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

30-18 AWG
6A

28-18 AWG
6A

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
stainless steel
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1
sockets - CTI > 600
0.75mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
6mm - 6.5mm
n/a

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

9 3 0 F L
54

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

- - - - - - - -
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 931
3.5mm - side entry - socket connectors

931SLS

FEATURES

931FST

Approvals

Series 931 pin strips are 3.5mm pitch and are
suitable for use with the 930FL socket
connectors (see page 54). They are available in
two variations, type 931SLS have round pins
and can be plugged in from above or below the
socket connector. Type 931FST have flat pins
with 2.8 x 0.8mm tabs. As an alternative, the
931FST can also be used independently with
faston connectors. Both versions are available in
2 to16 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

6A

6A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Solder pin:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Comparative tracking:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin/tab:
Other data:

nylon, black, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
6A
300v
CTI > 175
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
tin plated brass
refer to mating connectors

OPTIONS
Loose solder pins: type LST1.3 loose solder pins also available.

PART NUMBER CODE

Round pin strip
Enter SLS
Flat pin strip
Enter FST
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 16

9 3 1

- - - - - - -
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 110
3.5mm - two part p.c. connectors and headers

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 110 offers two part connectors and
headers for electrical equipment where quick
disconnection is required, combined with a need
for a high density of connections. The pin
spacing of just 3.5mm allows this. Type 110A111
are loose screw connectors available from 2 to
24 poles. Type 110A115 are from 2 to 22 poles
and can be secured to the headers by screw
fixing flanges for additional security. See pages
57-59 for the various configurations of headers
available.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

30-16 AWG
6A

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Contact springs:
Solder pins:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

30-16 AWG
8A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
copper based alloy, tin plated
brass, electrotinned
tin plated, copper alloy
8A
150v to EN 60 998-1 / 300v to UL /
300v to CSA
0.5mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
0.2 Nm
6mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Loose connection
Enter 1
Flanged connection
Enter 5

7mm pin spacing.
Marking: consecutive numbering or special. Please provide details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

1 1 0 A 1 1
56
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 110
3.5mm - two part p.c. connectors and headers
L (length)
number of poles x 3.5mm flanged type add 10.3mm
110M211

110M215

110M225

110M221

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 110 offers two part connectors and
headers for electrical equipment where quick
disconnection is required, combined with a need
for a high density of connections. The pin
spacing of just 3.5mm allows this. Type 110M
headers are available in side or top entry and
with or without fixing flanges. See page 56 for
screw connector parts.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

8A

8A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
n/a
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
8A
150v to EN 60 998-1 /300v to UL /
300v to CSA
0.5mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
1.2mm

PART NUMBER CODE
Horizontal (right angle) without flange
Enter 11
Horizontal (right angle) with flange
Enter 15
Vertical without flange
Enter 21
Vertical with flange
Enter 25
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 22

1 1 0 M2
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk

www.metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 110
3.5mm - 45º and double row headers

110V215

110V211

L (length)
Single row: number of poles x 3.5mm flanged type add 10.3mm
Double row: number of poles x 3.5/2 flanged type add 10.3mm

110P211

FEATURES

110P215

Approvals

Series 110 offers two part connectors and
headers for electrical equipment where quick
disconnection is required, combined with a need
for a high density of connections. The pin
spacing of just 3.5mm allows this. Type 110V
and 110P headers are available in side or top
entry and with or without fixing flanges. See
page 56 for screw connector parts.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

8A

8A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor capacity:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
n/a
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
8A
150v to EN 60 998-1/300v to UL/
300v to CSA
0.5mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
1.2mm

PART NUMBER CODE

45 degree
Enter V
Double row
Enter P

Without flange
Enter 11
With flange
Enter 15
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 48

1 1 0
58
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+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 110
3.5mm double row headers

L (length)
number of poles x 3.5mm/2 flanged type add 10.3mm

110P221

110P225

110S215

110S211

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 110 offers two part connectors and
headers for electrical equipment where quick
disconnection is required, combined with a need
for a high density of connections. The pin
spacing of just 3.5mm allows this. Type 110P
and 110S headers are available in side or top
entry and with or without fixing flanges. See
page 56 for screw connector parts.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

8A

8A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
n/a
M2, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
8A
150v to EN 60 998-1 / 300v to UL /
300v to CSA
0.5mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
3.5mm
1.2mm

PART NUMBER CODE

Vertical
Enter 2
Horizontal
Enter 1

Vertical
Enter P
Horizontal
Enter S

1 1 0

Without flange
Enter 1
With flange
Enter 5
Number of poles
Enter 04 - 48

2

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK860/865
5mm/5.08mm - side entry - socket connectors
GSK860

GSK865

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK860/865 socket connectors are
available in either 5mm spacing (GSK860) or
5.08mm spacing (GSK865) and are used in
conjunction with their corresponding headers
(see page 61). Both series are fitted with rising
clamp terminals which can be re-used without
damage to the conductors or clamping
mechanism and are available in 2 to 12 pole
lengths. They also featurea locking leg to clip
over the corresponding header to prevent
disconnection through vibration of equipment.
These connectors are industry standard format
and will interchange with most other
manufacturers equivalent products.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

22-14 AWG
8A

22-14 AWG
8A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended pin hole
diameter:

PART NUMBER CODE

PBTP, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated and chromed
n/a
to EN 60 998: 24A
to EN 61 984: 12A at 60º C
see approvals
0.5mm2 to 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
GSK860: 5mm
GSK865: 5.08mm
0.5 Nm
6.5mm - 7mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: 10mm/10.16mm pitch available, details upon request.

5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 5

GS K 8 6
60

Colour: also available in black, minimum quantities may apply.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES GSK860/865
5mm/5.08mm - vertical and horizontal headers
GSK860

GSK860: L = number of poles x 5mm
GSK865

GSK865: L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series GSK860/865 headers are available in
either 5mm spacing (GSK860) or 5.08mm
spacing (GSK865) and are used in conjunction
with their corresponding sockets (see page 60).
Both series can be supplied in both vertical
mode (suffixed V) and horizontal mode (suffixed
H). Additionally, they can be supplied with either
closed ends (type G) or with open ends (type O)
which is suitable for end stacking. They are
available in 2 to 24 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

2.5

8A

8A

2.5

Voltage Rating

250

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Contacts:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia
in p.c. board:

PBTP, GV30, blue, UL94 V0
1mm2 solder pins, brass tinned
to EN 60 998: 24A
to EN 61 984: 12A at 60º C
see approvals
CTI > 250
n/a
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
GSK860: 5mm:
GSK865: 5.08mm
0.5 Nm
n/a
1.4mm

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE

Vertical mode
Enter V
Horizontal mode
Enter H

5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 5

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: 10mm/10.16mm pitch available, details upon request.
Without side walls
Enter O
With side walls
Enter G
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

GS K 8 6
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120/121A
5mm/5.08mm - side entry - socket connectors
120A

121A

120A: L = number of poles x 5mm
121A: L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 120/121A socket connectors have a pin
spacing of 5mm (type 120) or 5.08mm (type 121)
and are suitable for use with pin headers of
various formats as shown on pages 65-67. They
are fitted with rising clamp terminals which can
be re-used without damage to the conductors or
clamping mechanism and are available in 2 to
24 pole lengths. These connectors are industry
standard and will interchange with most other
manufacturers equivalent products.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
10A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
bronze, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series 120: 5mm
series 121: 5.08mm
0.51 Nm
7mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 1

1 2
62

Pitch: also available in 10mm/10.16mm pitch, details upon request.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

A 1 1 1
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 121C
5.08mm - 45º entry - socket connectors

L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 121C socket connectors are 45° entry
with a pin spacing of 5.08mm and are suitable
for use with pin headers of various formats as
shown on pages 65-67. They are fitted with
rising clamp terminals which can be re-used
without damage to the conductors or clamping
mechanism and are available in 2 to 24 pole
lengths. These connectors are industry standard
and will interchange with most other
manufacturers equivalent products.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
10A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
n/a
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5.08mm
0.51 Nm
7mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: also available in 10mm/10.16mm pitch, details upon request.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

1 2 1 C 1 1 1
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120D
5mm - left and right hand entry - socket connectors
120D111

120D121

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 120D socket connectors have a pin
spacing of 5mm and are designed with either a
left hand cable entry (type 120D111) or a right
hand cable entry (type 120D121) which prevents
incorrect insertion of the socket into the header.
They are suitable for use with all 120 series
headers as shown on pages 65-67. They are
fitted with rising clamp terminals which can be
re-used without damage to the conductors or
clamping mechanism and are available in 2 pole
to 24 pole lengths. These connectors are
industry standard and will interchange with most
other manufacturers equivalent products.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-12 AWG
10A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Contact springs &
pressur plates:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
n/a
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-12 AWG
10A

bronze, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
7mm
n/a

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch, details upon request.

Left hand entry
Enter 1
Right hand entry
Enter 2

1 2 0 D 1
64

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120/121M
5mm/5.08mm - vertical and horizontal headers

120/121M111

120/121M121

120M
L = number of poles x 5mm
121M
L = number of poles x 5.08mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 120/121M pin headers are suitable for
use with all 120/121 series socket connectors as
shown on pages 62-64. They can be supplied in
vertical or horizontal format, with or without side
walls and in 5mm pitch (type 120) or 5.08mm
pitch (type 121). They are available in 2 to 24
pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

10A

10A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Solder pins:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
10A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
n/a
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series120: 5mm
series121: 5.08mm
1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

PART NUMBER CODE

Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch, details upon request.
Without side walls
Enter 1
With side walls
Enter 2

Pins: can be supplied with pins up to 75mm in length.
Horizontal mode
Enter 1
Vertical mode
Enter 2

5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 1

1 2

M

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120/121M
5mm/5.08mm - raised and double stacked headers - horizontal entry

Types 151/251

Types 181/281

120M
L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

121M
L = number of poles x 5.08mm

Approvals

Series 120/121M horizontal pin headers are
available in either a double stacked version
(type151/251) which enables high density
installations to be achieved or a raised version
(type 181/281). Suitable for applications where
adjacent components require raised entry. They
are compatible for use with series 120/121
sockets as shown on pages 62-64. They can be
supplied with or without side walls in 5mm pitch
(series120) or 5.08mm pitch (series 121). The
raised version is available in 2 to 24 pole lengths
and the double stacked version is available in 4
to 48 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

10A

10A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Solder pins:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
10A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series120: 5mm
series121: 5.08mm
1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
PART NUMBER CODE
Without side walls
Enter 1
With side walls
Enter 2

Pitch: also available in 10mm/10.16mm pitch, details upon request.
Double stacked
Enter 5
Raised base
Enter 8

66

M

Type 151: this range can also be supplied with the rear row transposed
2.5mm to the right, details upon request.

Number of poles:
Double stacked
Enter 04 - 48
Raised base
Enter 02 - 24

5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 1

1 2

Pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120/121M
5mm/5.08mm - raised and double stacked headers - vertical entry

Types 161/261

Types 191/291

120M
L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

121M
L = number of poles x 5.08mm

Approvals

Series 120/121M vertical pin headers are
available in either a double stacked version
(type161) which enables high density
installations to be achieved or a raised version
(type 191) suitable for applications where
adjacent components require raised entry. They
are compatible for use with series 120/121
sockets as shown on pages 62-64. They can be
supplied with or without sidewalls in 5mm pitch
(series 120) or 5.08mm pitch (series 121). The
raised version is available in 2 to 24 pole lengths
and the double stacked version is available in 4
to 48 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

10A

10A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Solder pins:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
10A
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
Creepage and clearance distance > 3.2mm.
Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
CTI > 600
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
series120: 5mm
series121: 5.08mm
1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
PART NUMBER CODE
Without side walls
Enter 1
With side walls
Enter 2

Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch upon request.
Double stacked
Enter 6
Raised base
Enter 9

M

Series 161: this range can also be supplied with the rear row transposed
2.5mm to the right, details upon request.

Number of poles:
Double stacked
Enter 04 - 48
Raised base
Enter 02 - 24

5mm pitch
Enter 0
5.08mm pitch
Enter 1

1 2

Pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 326/327
5mm/5.08mm - two part p.c. connectors and headers
Type 327

Type 326

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 326 (connectors) & 327 (headers) have
5mm pin spacing and are available with side or
top cable entry. They incorporate rising clamp
inserts to allow multiple connection/
disconnection of the connectors without damage
to the conductors and the connectors have
latching arms which prevent the connector from
vibrating loose from the headers. The headers
are available with horizontal solder pins (side
entry) or vertical pins (top entry) and can be
supplied with open or closed ends. Series 325
connectors as shown on page 94 will mate with
series 327 headers.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2
Voltage Rating

24-12 AWG

V

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
M3, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
stranded wire: 11A
solid wire:
13A
300v
0.5mm2 - 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm / 5.08mm
6.5mm - 7mm
1.3mm (+0.1/-0.1)

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE
Connectors
Enter 6
Headers
Enter 7
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 16
Pin spacing
5mm Enter 1
5.08mm Enter 8

10mm pin spacing.
Connectors
Leave blank
Headers
Open end - vertical
Enter 1
Open end - horizontal
Enter 2
Closed end - vertical
Enter 5
Closed end - horizontal
Enter 6

3 2
68

Screwless type: see page 94.

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

- - - - - + 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 620TDS
5mm pitch - socket connectors - side and top entry
620TDS

621

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 620T are 5mm pitch socket connectors in
side and top entry format. They are designed to
plug on to pin header strips (type 621). They are
available in 2 and 3 pole versions which have
interlocking dovetails to enable longer lengths to
be assembled. All types are available with or
without wire protectors. Supplied as 2 or 3 pole
modules, or to pre-assembled required lengths.
Series 621 pin header strips are designed for
use with the above socket connectors and are
available from 2 pole to 24 pole lengths. (Part
no 621 - Enter 02 - 24).

Nominal Cross-Section mm2
Voltage Rating

24-14 AWG

V

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.5, steel, galvanised and chromed
brass, tinned
stranded wire: 8A
solid wire:
16A
300v
without wire protectors: 1.5mm2
with wire protectors:
0.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
4mm - 4.5mm
1.5mm - 1.7mm

OPTIONS
PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
Pin spacing: available in 10mm pitch type 622T.
Pin length: other lengths available. Please enquire for details.

Socket section
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Colour: also available in colours black and blue.

Enter number of
poles required

6 2 0 T

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 95FB
5mm - low profile - socket section

95FB

FEATURES

951FB

Approvals

Series 95FB low profile socket connectors have
a pin spacing of 5mm and are designed to mate
with type 95SV plug sections (see page 71).
Type 95FB are side entry format and type 951FB
are top entry format. They are available in 2 to
32 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

7A

10A

17.5

Voltage Rating

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: available in 10mm pitch, details upon request.

Side entry
Leave blank
Top entry
Enter 1

Longer pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 5
70

F B

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 95SV
5mm - low profile - plug section

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 95SV low profile plug connectors have a
pin spacing of 5mm and are designed to mate
with type 95 & 951FB socket sections (see page
70). They are available in 2 to 32 pole lengths.
All variations can be supplied with or without
wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-14 AWG
7A

26-14 AWG
10A

17.5

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: available in 10mm pitch, details upon request.
Longer pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 5 S V

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 97FB
5mm - standard profile - socket section

97FB

FEATURES

971FB

Approvals

Series 97FB standard profile socket connectors
have a pin spacing of 5mm and are designed to
mate with type 97SV plug sections (see page
73). Type 97FB are side entry format and type
971FB are top entry format. They are available
in 2 to 32 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

7A

10A

17.5

Voltage Rating

300

300

250

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: available in 10mm pitch upon request.

Side entry
Leave blank
Top entry
Enter 1

Longer pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 7
72

F B

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 97SV
5mm - standard profile - plug section

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 97SV plug connectors have a pin
spacing of 5mm and are designed to mate with
type 97FB or 971FB socket sections (see page
72). They are available in 2 to 32 pole lengths.
All variations can be supplied with or without
wire protectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

26-14 AWG
7A

26-14 AWG
10A

17.5

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: available in 10mm pitch upon request.
Longer pins: can be supplied with longer pins up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 7 S V

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 950FLDS
5mm - side entry - socket connectors

950FLDS

950TFLDS

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 950FL socket connectors have a pin
spacing of 5mm and are designed to mate with
pin strips type 971SLW (see page 75). They are
available in 2 to 32 pole lengths and also in 2, 3
and 8 pole interlocking versions (T type) which
can be assembled to longer lengths. This range
can also be used with loose pins type LST as
shown on page 75.
Please note. This series is available with wire
protectors only.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:

Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

Interlocking
Enter T
Non interlocking
Leave blank

9 5 0
74

26-14 AWG
10A

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Conductor size:
Temp limits:

PART NUMBER CODE

26-14 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, nickel plated
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
bronze, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 2.
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
6mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Number of poles Interlocking
Enter 02M, 03M or 08M
Non interlocking
Enter 02 - 24

F L D S

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 971SL
5mm - pin strips
SL

FEATURES

SLS

SLW

LST

Approvals

Series 971SL pin strips are for use with sockets
type 97FBS & 97FBW as shown on pages 76 &
77.
Series 971SLS are as 971SL but have a narrow
shoulder support to provide additional stability
on the printed circuit board. They are suitable for
use with sockets type 97FBS & 97FBW as
shown on pages 76 & 77.
Series 971SLW are as 971SL but have a wide
shoulder support to provide substantial stability
on the printed circuit board. They are suitable for
use with sockets type 950FL as shown on page
74 and also series 97FBS & 97FBW as shown
on pages 76 & 77. All the above are available in
2 - 24 pole and also 64 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

10A

10A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Solder pins:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
Other data:

PBTP, black, UL94 V0
brass, electrotinned
see approvals
see approvals
CTI > 175
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
1.3mm
refer to mating connectors

OPTIONS
Loose solder pins: Series LST loose solder pins can also be supplied
and are suitable for all series of socket connectors. Two lengths are
available.
Part Numbers:
LST1.3 - 1.3mm dia x 6.5mm above board.
LST1.38 - 1.3mm dia x 8mm above board.

PART NUMBER CODE

Select S, W or
leave blank (see
drawings above)

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24
or 64

9 7 1 S L

- - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 97FBS
5mm - top entry - socket section

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 97FBS top entry sockets mate with the
plug section type 95SVG as shown on page 78
to provide easy connection and disconnection to
the printed circuit board. Alternatively, they can
be used with loose pins or pre-assembled pin
strips as shown on page 75. They are available
in 2 to 24 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
13.5A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-14 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 24 pole - CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch upon request.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

9 7 F BS
76

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 97FBW
5mm - side entry - socket section

L = number of poles x 5mm

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 97FBW side entry sockets mate with the
plug section type 95SVG as shown on page 78
to provide easy connection and disconnection to
the printed circuit board. Alternatively, they can
be used with loose pins or pre-assembled pin
strips as shown on page 75. They are available
in 2 to 24 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-10 AWG
15A

2.5
13.5A

300

300

400

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PART NUMBER CODE

22-14 AWG
10A

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 24 pole - CTI > 175
2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.51 Nm
5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch upon request.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

9 7 F BW
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - - - - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 95SVG
5mm - plug section

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 95SVG plug connectors have a pin
spacing of 5mm and are designed to mate with
types 97FBS vertical mode sockets or 97FBW
horizontal mode sockets as shown on pages 76
& 77. They are available in 2 to 32 pole lengths.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

22-14 AWG
10A

26-14 AWG
10A

1.5
13.5A

300

300

250

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Wire protectors:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw tightening torque:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V0
brass, tinned
M2.6, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
brass, tinned
see approvals
600v ~ to VDE 0110, pollution degree 1.
Creepage and clearance distance
> 1.8mm. Breakdown voltage 2500v ~
2 - 8 pole - CTI > 600
9 - 32 pole - CTI > 175
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
0.4 Nm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.
Pitch: also available in 10mm pitch, details upon request.
Longer pins: available up to 75mm in length.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 32

9 5 S VG
78

- - - - - - - -

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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SMD & THR printed circuit connectors
SERIES 971 SMD
5mm pitch - surface mount - pin header

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 971 for SMD are 5mm pitch strips for use
in a reflow solder process. They are a true
surface mount product with soldering expanses
at the end of the pins to guarantee optimal
retention forces on the PCB board. They are
available with solder pins of 1.1mm and 1.3mm
and are manufactured from high temperature
resistant materials that exhibit very high CTI
values. For use in automatic assembly lines. All
pin strips in the series are packed in tape on reel
and equipped with high temperature resistant
pick caps, which are easily removed after the
soldering process.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

10A

10A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, black, V0
10A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
160v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
1.1mm / 1.3mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12
plug connectors of: 115, 950 and 971
series for further details contact sales office

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Other plug pin lengths on request.

PART NUMBER CODE

Other pin surfaces on request.
Solder pin size
Enter 1 for 1.1mm
Enter 3 for 1.3mm

Longer pole lengths on request.
Also available for through hole processes. Contact the Metway sales
office for further details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

9 7 1 S L R - SMD 1
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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SMD & THR printed circuit connectors
SERIES 931 SMD
3.5mm pitch - surface mount - pin header

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 931 for SMD are 3.5mm pitch strips for
use in a reflow solder process. They are a true
surface mount product with soldering expanses
at the end of the pins to guarantee optimal
retention forces on the PCB board. The 931
series is available with a constant pin size of
1.3mm and are manufactured from high
temperature resistant materials that exhibit very
high CTI values. When used in automatic
assembly lines all pin strips in the series are
packed in tape on reel and equipped with high
temperature resistant pick caps which are easily
removed after the soldering process.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2
Voltage Rating

pending

pending

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, black, V0
6A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
320v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
3.5mm
1.3mm, brass tinned
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 16
938-FL(DS)

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Other plug pin lengths on request.
PART NUMBER CODE

Other pin surfaces on request.
Longer pole lengths on request.
Also available for through hole processes. Contact the Metway sales
office for further details.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 16

9 3 1 S L R - SMD 1 3
80
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SMD & THR printed circuit connectors
SERIES 930 SMD
3.5mm pitch - surface mount - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

The 930 series terminal is designed for use in
an automated assemby line and is supplied with
a removable pick disc although they can also be
supplied loose packed in boxes. The terminal
housing incorporates a floating terminal body to
compensate for irregularities in the surface of
the PC board and this same feature eliminates
CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) mismatch
with the PCB and thus promotes excellent in
field reliability and the successful passing of
thermal cycle testing.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:

Wire stripping length:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:

Without protectors
Leave blank
With protectors
Enter DS

26-16 AWG
10A

150

150

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Pin spacing:
Screw:
Screw tightening torque:
Terminal body:
Rated cross section:
Conductor size:
PART NUMBER CODE

26-16 AWG
10A

PA HT, black, V0
10A
III
III
II
3
2
2
125v
160v
320v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
3.5mm
M2, brass, tinned
0.2 Nm
brass, tinned
1mm2
without wire protectors: 0.75mm2 - 1.5mm2
with wire protectors: 0.25mm2 - 1mm2
5mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Consecutive numbering.
Special marking to drawing.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Self adhesive marking strip.
Longer pole lengths on request.

9 3 0 - D - S MD + 44 (0) 1273 431600

-

Also available for through hole processes. Contact the Metway sales
office for further details.

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 210 SMD
3.5mm pitch - surface mount - side entry - rising clamp

FEATURES

Approvals

The 210 SMD terminals have a 3.5mm spacing
and are designed with screw connections
including a rising clamp. The terminal body and
soldering tag are manufactured as a single unit
and are permanently engaged in the housing.
The solder pins are aligned parallel to the PC
board in order to create a coplanar connection
after the reflow soldering process. As with all
SMD products, it is made from a heat resistant
thermoplastic material and is also equipped with
plastic legs on both ends to prevent twisting. The
use of a strain relief is recommended.
Please note: this item is only available in
magazines or tape and reel.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

30-16 AWG
10A

300

300

V

pending

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw:
Screw tightening torque:
Terminal body:
Solder pin:
Rated cross section:
Conductor size:
Wire stripping length:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:

PART NUMBER CODE

30-16 AWG
10A

PA HT, black, V0
13.5A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
320v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
3.5mm
M2, copper alloy, tinned
0.2 Nm
brass, nickel plated
copper alloy, tinned
1mm2
0.14mm2 - 1.5mm2
5.5mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Consecutive numbering.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Special marking to drawing.
Special packaging for tape and reel
Longer pole lengths on request.

2 1 0 - A - S MD 82

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- - +44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 210/126 SMD
3.5mm pitch - surface mount - side entry - rising clamp with solder anchors

PCB layout

FEATURES

Approvals

The 210 A 126 SMD terminals have a 3.5mm
spacing and are designed with screw
connections including a rising clamp. The
distinquishing characteristic of this range is the
greatly increased adhesion forces on the PC
board. Floating solder anchors ensure full
coplanarity with the board surface and also act
as the main means of adhesion to the board,
removing the strain on the solder pins. As with
all SMD products, the 210 series is made from a
heat resistant thermoplastic material and comes
packed in either magazines or equipped with
pick discs in tape and reel, making this genuine
SMD terminal suitable for automatic assembly
lines.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

30-16 AWG
10A

300

300

V

pending

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw:
Screw tightening torque:
Terminal body:
Solder pin:
Rated cross section:
Conductor size:
Wire stripping length:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:

PART NUMBER CODE

30-16 AWG
10A

PA HT, black, V0
13.5A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
320v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
3.5mm
M2, copper alloy, tinned
0.2 Nm
brass, nickel plated
copper alloy, tinned
1mm2
0.14mm2 - 1.5mm2
5.5mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Consecutive numbering.
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Special marking to drawing.
Longer pole lengths on request.

2 1 0 - A - 1 2 6 - SMD
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

+44 (0) 1273 439288
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 950-D-SMD-DS
5mm pitch - PCB connector - screw connection

FEATURES

Approvals

The 950-D-SMD-DS is a reflow solderable PCB
terminal for true surface mounting with a 5mm
pitch.
The geometry of the terminal body creates
enough space for the solder paste while
enabling a good heat circulation for flawless
soldering and an optical solder joint inspection.
The housing is made of high temperature
material. Its design ensures a good hot-air
circulation during the reflow soldering process in
a convection oven. The connection side of this
product should be positioned in the direction of
passage.
The screws are turned in to the optimal length of
engagement by the factory but due to the
movable sockets it is not to be excluded that the
position of the screws may change by transport.
Therefore it may be required that the screw has
to be turned back for using the maximum
permissible wire cross-section.

Group

AWG

Nm

15

300

B

26-14

0.4

15

300

B

26-14

0.4

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Clamping Range:
with wire protector:
Rated Cross Section:
Wire Stripping Length:
Overvoltage Category:
Pollution Severity Level:
Rated Voltage:
Rated Impulse Voltage:
Rated Insulation Voltage:
Rated Current:
Soldering process:
Torque:
Pin spacing:
Number of poles:

solid / flexible / AWG
0.34 - 2.5mm² / 0.34 - 2.5mm² / 22 - 14 AWG
1.5mm²
6mm ± 0.5 mm
III
III
II
3
2
2
160 V
160 V
320 V
2.5 kV
2.5 kV
2.5 kV
130 V acc. to EN 60998-1
17.5 A
Reflow solder
0.4 Nm
5mm
2-12

Moulding:
Comparative tracking index:
Insulating group:
Temperature range:

PART NUMBER CODE

Terminal body:
Screw:
Wire protector:

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

9 5 0 - D - S MD - D S
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

Voltage

MATERIAL

This terminal is available from 2 to 12 poles.

84

Current

PA, black, V-0
CTI ≥ 600
I
-40° C up to 120° C; reflow solder
temperature
(Peak) max. 260° C (15-30 s)
tin plated brass
M2, 6; zinc plated steel, blue passivated
tin plated tin bronze

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES

-

Consecutive numbering
Special marking according to drawing
Self-adhesive marking strip BST-5,00 (to be fitted after reflow soldering process)
Special packaging on request: Tape-on-Reel - Tray - Tube magazine

+44 (0) 1273 439288

sales@metway.co.uk
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Pluggable printed circuit connectors
SERIES 140 SMD
5mm pitch - surface mount - side entry - rising clamp with solder anchors

FEATURES

Approvals

The 140 A 126 series have a 5mm spacing and
are designed with screw connections including a
rising clamp. The wire clamp and soldering tag
are manufactured as a single unit and are
permanently engaged in the housing. The solder
pins are aligned parallel to the PC board with
floating solder anchors on either side of the
housing, ensuring 100% coplanarity with the
board following the reflow solder process. These
anchors also act as the main means of adhesion
to the board, removing the strain on the solder
pins. The base of the housing is equipped with
stand offs which ensure a better air circulation
during the solder process and thus an optimal
solder result. As with all SMD products, the 140
series is made from a heat resistant
thermoplastic material and comes packed in
either magazines or equipped with pick discs in
tape on reel making this genuine SMD terminal
suitable for automatic assembly lines.

PART NUMBER CODE

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

30-14 AWG
10A

V

pending

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw:
Screw tightening torque:
Terminal body:
Solder pin:
Solder anchor:
Rated cross section:
Conductor size:
Wire stripping length:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:

PA HT, black, V0
15A
III
III
II
3
2
2
200v
200v
200v
4kV
4kV
4kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
M3, steel, zinc plated, blue passivated
0.5 Nm
brass, nickel plated
copper alloy, tinned
brass, tinned
1.5mm2
0.14mm2 - 2.5mm2 (solid)
0.14mm2 - 1.5mm2 (flexible)
6mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Consecutive numbering.
Special marking to drawing.
Longer pole lengths on request.

1 4 0 - A - 1 2 6 - SMD
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

Self adhesive marking strip
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120 header SMD
5mm pitch - vertical enclosed header

FEATURES

Approvals

The 120 A 227 is a pin strip header with a 5mm
pitch for surface mount solder processes. It is
suitable for use with all plugs of the 120 series in
the range and is available in lengths from 2-22
poles. The floating solder anchors on either side
of the housing, ensuring 100% coplanarity with
the board following the reflow solder process.
These anchors also act as the main means of
adhesion to the board, providing an
exceptionally high retention force for the terminal
block on the board. As with all SMD products,
the 120 series is made from a heat resistant
thermoplastic material and comes packed in
either magazines or equipped with pick discs in
tape on reel, making this genuine SMD terminal
suitable for automatic assembly lines.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2
Voltage Rating

pending

pending

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin:
Solder anchor:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, grey, V0
12A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
160v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 250
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
1.1mm, brass, tinned
brass, tinned
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 22
all 120 series plugs

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
PART NUMBER CODE

Consecutive numbering.
Special marking to drawing.
Longer pole lengths on request.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 22

1 2 0 - M - 2 2 7 - SMD
86
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 971 SMD
5mm pitch - pin strip header

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

The 971-SLT series is a 5mm pitch pin strip for
use in a reflow solder process with a low profile
for space critical applications and is available in
lengths from 2-12 poles. The 971 has a constant
pin size of 1.1mm at the plug-in area with plug-in
direction perpendicular to the PCB and wire
entrance parallel to the PCB. As with all SMD
products, the 971 series is made from a heat
resistant thermoplastic material and comes
packed in either magazines or equipped with
pick discs in tape on reel, making this genuine
SMD terminal suitable for automatic assembly
lines.

Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, black, V0
10A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
160v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 250
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
1.1mm, brass, tinned
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12
950-FL-DS, 950-TFL-DS, 950-NAF-DS,
950-GFL-DS, 950-NLFL-DS, 950-RFL-DS
and 971-FBS for further details please
contact the sales office.

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Different plug pin lengths.
Longer pole lengths on request.

PART NUMBER CODE

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

9 7 1 - S L T - S MD
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600

- +44 (0) 1273 439288
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 120 SMD
5mm pitch - vertical enclosed header

FEATURES

Approvals

The 120 series pluggable header is a 5mm pitch
enclosed pin strip for use in a reflow solder
process and is available in lengths from 2-12
poles. The pins are moveable in a vertical
direction ensuring full coplanarity on the PCB
board following assembly. As with all SMD
products, the 120 series is made from a heat
resistant thermoplastic material and comes
packed in either magazines or equipped with
pick discs in tape on reel, making this genuine
SMD terminal suitable for automatic assembly
lines.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

V

15A group B
10A group D

15A group B
10A group D, E

300

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Solder pin:
Solder paste thickness:
Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, black, V0
12A
III
III
II
3
2
2
160v
160v
250v
2.5kV
2.5kV
2.5kV
CTI ≥ 250
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
1.1mm, brass, tinned
0.15mm - 0.2mm
2 - 12
120 series plugs. For further details
please contact the sales office.

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER CODE

Consecutive numbering.
Marking strip BST-5.0.
Longer pole lengths on request.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

1 2 0 - M - 2 2 1 - SMD
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SMD printed circuit connectors
SERIES 974 SMD
5mm pitch - surface mount - 45º entry

FEATURES

Approvals

The 974 series has a 5mm pitch with a wire
entry at 45º to the PCB, allowing potential
locations of terminals one behind the other for
space saving. The 974 series has been
designed for use in automatic reflow solder
processes with availability of lengths from 2-12
poles. The floating terminal bodies are designed
to compensate for irregularities on the PC board,
ensuring full coplanarity following assembly. As
with all SMD products, the 974 series is made
from a heat resistant thermoplastic material and
comes packed in either magazines or equipped
with pick discs in tape on reel, making this
genuine SMD terminal suitable for automatic
assembly lines. The design of the terminal body
negates the need for a pick cap, therefore
speeding up production.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2
Voltage Rating

pending

pending

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Current rating:
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level:
Rated voltage:
Rated impulse voltage:
Tracking distance:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Screw:
Screw tightening torque:
Terminal body:
Rated cross section:
Wire stripping length:
Solder paste thickness:
Clamping range:

PART NUMBER CODE

Number of poles:
Usable with:

PA HT, black, V0
24A
III
III
II
3
2
2
250v
320v
630v
4kV
4kV
4kV
CTI ≥ 600
-40º C up to 150º C; reflow solder
temperature (peak) max. 260º C (15-30s)
5mm
M3, brass, tinned
0.5 Nm
brass, tinned
2.5mm2
6mm
0.15mm - 0.2mm
solid: 0.75mm2 - 4mm2 /
stranded: 0.75mm2 - 2.5mm2 / AWG: 18 - 12
2 - 12
120 series plugs. For further details
please contact the sales office.

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Consecutive numbering.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

Special marking to drawing.
Marking strip BST-5.0.

9 7 4 - D - S MD - D S
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Screwless and IDC printed circuit connectors
SERIES 690T
5mm pitch - push button - side entry

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 690T are 5mm pitch, side entry,
screwless connectors with push button release.
They are available in 2 and 3 pole versions
which have interlocking dovetails to enable
longer lengths to be assembled. Supplied as 2
or 3 pole modules, or to pre-assembled required
lengths.
Please note. Only solid or tinned stranded
conductors should be used in screwless
connectors.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

22-16 AWG
8A

V

300

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts & solder pins:
Current rating:
Contact spring:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT, UL94 V0, grey body, yellow push
buttons
brass, tinned
8A
stainless steel
300v
up to 2.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
7mm - 7.5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
Marking: special printing available. Please provide sketch.
PART NUMBER CODE

Enter number of
poles required

6 9 0 T
90

- - - - - - - - -
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Screwless and IDC printed circuit connectors
SERIES 391/393
5mm - push button - p.c. connectors
Type 391

Type 393

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 391 (top entry) & 393 (side entry)
p.c.connectors allow connection to the board via
screwless connections. Tinned stranded or solid
conductors are inserted into the entry hole with
the push button depressed and when released
the connection is simply made.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

PBT (30% glass filled), UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or green
brass, tinned
16A
250v
1mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
8.5mm
1.2mm - 1.4mm

OPTIONS
7mm pin spacing.
10mm pin spacing.
5.08 pin spacing.
10.16 pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

Side entry
Enter 3
Top entry
Enter 1

3 9

1

- - - - - - -
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Screwless and IDC printed circuit connectors
SERIES 381/385
3.81mm and 5mm - side entry - push button - p.c. connectors
Type 381

Type 385

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 381 (3.81mm pin spacing) & 385 (5mm
pin spacing) are side entry p.c. connectors.
Connection is made by depressing the push
buttons and inserting the tinned stranded or solid
conductors. When released, the connection is
simply made. Height above the board is
19.4mm.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, UL94 V0
grey, black or blue
brass, tinned
10A
250v
1mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
3.81mm / 5mm
9mm - 10mm
1.0mm - 1.2mm

OPTIONS
7.62mm pin spacing.
10mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

3.81mm
pitch
Enter 1
5mm pitch
Enter 5

3 8
92

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK

1 1
+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Screwless and IDC printed circuit connectors
SERIES 387
5mm - side entry - push button - p.c. connectors

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 387 are side entry p.c. connectors with
5mm spacing. They incorporate 2 ports per pole
where tinned stranded or solid conductors are
inserted into the entry ports at the same time as
depressing the push button. When released the
connection is simply made. They can be
assembled together with series 381 & 385 shown on page 92 - to form mixed assemblies.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Clamps:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, UL94 V0
grey or blue
brass, tinned
stainless steel
10A
250v
1mm2 - 1.5mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 120º C
5mm
9mm - 10mm
1.0mm - 1.2mm

OPTIONS
10mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL

3 8 7

1 1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Screwless and IDC printed circuit connectors
SERIES 325
5mm - side entry - IDC p.c. connectors

Recommended PCB holes diameter: Ø 1.2mm to Ø1.4mm. n = number of contacts.
**To avoid accumulated tolerance variations of terminal blocks to PC board spacing, limit the number of contacts to not more than 24 contacts per row.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Series 325 are side entry p.c. connectors.
Connection is made by inserting unstripped
conductors into the entry ports and depressing
the top housing which forces the conductor into
the main body of the housing. This causes the
the insert to penetrate the sheathing of the
conductor and contact is made. Use in
conjunction with series 327 headers as shown
on page 68.

Mouldings:
Colours:
Inserts:
Clamps:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, UL94 V0
grey, black, blue or grey
brass, tinned
stainless steel
12A
300v
0.2mm2 - 0.8mm2
max short term: 200º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm
1.3mm (+0.1 / -0.1)

OPTIONS
10mm pin spacing.

PART NUMBER CODE
Number of poles
Enter 02 - 24

Colour grey
Enter GR
Colour blue
Enter BL
Colour black
Enter BK
Colour green
Enter GN

3 8 5
94

1 1

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Tab type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 900S/W
Top and side entry - tab type

5mm

Type S

7mm

10mm

Type W

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 900S/W tab type connectors provide for
tab type connection to printed circuit boards.The
tabs are mounted in high quality housings which
are fitted with tabs at 5mm, 7.5mm or 10mm pin
spacing. They are available in lengths from 2 to
25 pole in 5mm pitch, 2 to 17 pole in 7.5mm
pitch and 2 to 13 pole for 10mm pitch.
900S series tabs are split design to allow either
1 - 6.3 x 0.8mm receptacle or 2 - 2.8 x 0.8mm
receptacles to be fitted.
900W series tabs are mounted to allow either
1 - 6.3 x 0.8mm or 2 - 2.8 x 0.8mm receptacles
in a horizontal mode and 1 - 2.8 x 0.8mm
receptacle in a vertical mode.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

15A

15A

Voltage Rating

300

300

V

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Colours:
Tabs:
Current rating:
Voltage rating:

Tracking distance:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:
PART NUMBER CODE

nylon 6.6, UL94 V0
red or grey
brass, tinned
2.8 x 0.8mm tabs - 6A
6.3 x 0.8mm tabs - 15A
to VDE 0110, pollution degree 3.
5mm spacing: 250v ~
7.5mm spacing: 500v ~
10mm spacing: 600v ~
CTI > 600
2.8 x 0.8mm - 1.5mm2
6.3 x 0.8mm - 2.5mm2
max short term: 140º C
continuous: RTI 105º C
5mm, 7.5mm or 10mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS
Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Top entry
Enter S
Side entry
Enter W

9 0 0

5mm pitch
Enter 5
7.5mm pitch
Enter 75
10mm pitch
Enter 10

Number of poles
5mm pitch
Enter 02 - 25
7.5mm pitch
Enter 02 - 17
10mm pitch
Enter 02 - 13

Pin spacing: all types are available in 10mm pitch. Please enquire for
details.

- - - - - - -
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Tab type printed circuit connectors
SERIES 805GS
10mm - screw or tab - side entry

Type GS

Type GST

L = number of poles x 10mm x less 1

FEATURES

Approvals

Series 805GS connectors provide connection to
the printed circuit board via clamping screw
terminals or alternatively tab type terminals
(suffixed T). They are 10mm pitch and are
available in lengths from 2 to 12 poles.

Nominal Cross-Section mm2

Voltage Rating

2.5mm2
15A

V

380

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Mouldings:
Inserts:
Screws:
Screw tightening torque:
Current rating:

Voltage rating:
Conductor size:
Temp limits:
Pin spacing:
Wire stripping length:
Recommended hole dia.
in p.c. board:

nylon 6.6, grey, UL94 V2
brass, tinned
M3.5 x 6mm, steel, zinc plated, chromed
0.8 Nm
screw terminals - to EN 60 998: 24A
tab terminals - tabs 6.3mm x 0.8mm: 20A
tabs 2.8mm x 0.8mm: 8A
380v
up to 4mm2
max short term: 160º C
continuous: RTI 100º C
10mm
12mm - 12.5mm
1.3mm

OPTIONS

PART NUMBER CODE

Marking: consecutive numbering, lettering or special printing available.
Please provide sketch.

Number of poles
Enter 02 - 12

8 0 5
96

Screw terminals
Leave blank
Tab terminals
Enter T

GS

- - - - - - -
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Tab type printed circuit connectors
SERIES P110-115
horizontal and vertical - loose tabs
P110ET

P112ET

P111ET

P110ETWHA

P112ETWHA

P114ET

P113ETWEC

P115ET

FEATURES
Series P110-115 printed circuit tabs have an electrotinned
plated finish as standard. They are designed to connect
female quick connect receptacles directly to the printed circuit
board. Supplied in multiples of 100 only.
TECHNICAL DATA
Material:

Brass (half-hard), electrotinned

Current rating:

Tab sizes 2.8 x 0.8 - 6A
Tab sizes 4.8 x 0.8 - 12A
Tab sizes 6.3 x 0.8 - 20A

P113ET

P115ETWHA

Types P110ET and P110ETWHA are horizontal mounting
loose tabs, size 2.8mm x 0.8mm. Please refer to drawings
shown for variation in dimensions.
Type P111ET are horizontal mounting loose tabs, size 4.8mm
x 0.8mm.
Types P112ET and P112ETWHA are horizontal mounting
loose tabs, size 6.3mm x 0.8mm. Please refer to drawings
shown for variation in dimensions.
Types P113ET and P113ETWEC are vertical mounting loose
tabs, size 2.8mm x 0.8mm. Please refer to drawings shown
for variation indimensions.
Type P114ET are vertical mounting loose tabs, size 4.8mm
(.187) x 0.8mm.

OPTIONS
Tab thickness: available in material 0.5mm thick against
special order, (min. supplied 250K).

Type P115ET and P115ETWHA are vertical mounting loose
tabs, size 6.3mm (.250) x 0.8mm. Please refer to drawings
shown for variation in dimensions.

Plating: alternatives to standard plating available against
special quotation.
Self colour: self colour versions also available (suffixed SC).
Please enquire for details.
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PCB mounted encapsulated transformers
SERIES EE 20

Metway have partnered with Team Magnetics (TMG),
part of the Weco group, to bring a range of standard and
custom made PCB encapsulated transformers into the
UK to complement our existing ranges of PCB
connectors.
Metway can now offer the facility to provide our
customers with a quality product manufactured to
stringent international approvals with the same levels of
commitment to service and competitiveness that our
business has been built on.

Technology - future oriented manufacturing
Manufacturing technology at the highest possible level
(e.g. automated manufacturing equipment with critical
processes in controlled lines) guarantees a stable
manufacturing process with zero-defect products. All
products are also visually and electronically checked
before leaving the factory to ensure quality.
Custom developments, sample manufacturing and
process release are carried out in TMG’s in-house
sample production in Nufringen, Germany. After process
planning and release in Germany, the production
equipment is transferred to TMG’s manufacturing facility
in Tunisia. This low-cost manufacturing location, close to
Europe, is looked after by a longstanding team of
experts.
FEATURES

Quality
Focus on advance quality planning e.g. using quality
management tools like FMEA and meeting international
safety standards like VDE/UL are a matter of course for
Metway and TMG. Our products are 100% leadfree i.e.
RoHS compliant.
Carefully selected materials meet the global safety
standards and meet the requirements in specific
applications e.g. glow-wire test to EN 60 335-1.

The EE 20 (often called Mini) is the smallest encapsulated
standard transformer. It is designed for applications where
space is limited and the output power requirement low.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
UL class 2 approved
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
short-circuit proof
230v / 115v
AVAILABLE IN

98
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Height

VA

Temp.-class

6,1

0,35

ta 70º C/F

10

0,5

ta 70º C/F
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PCB mounted encapsulated transformers
SERIES EI 30

SERIES EI 38

FEATURES

FEATURES

The EI 30 is used in a multitude of applications. Fully
automated manufacturing in large volume provides optimal
value for money.

The EI 38 is a compact transformer providing a high output
power in a relatively small design.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
VDE approved
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
non inherently short-circuit proof
also available with integrated thermal fuse
230v

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
VDE approved
UL class 2 approved
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
short-circuit proof
AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN

Height

VA

Temp.-class

Height

VA

Temp.-class

5,0

0,5

ta 70º C/F

13,6

4,5

ta 70º C/B

10,5

1,5

ta 70º C/F

12,5

1,9

ta 70º C/F

15,5

2,1

ta 70º C/F

18

2,3

ta 70º C/F

23

2,8

ta 70º C/F

+ 44 (0) 1273 431600
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Additional application-specific designs and data sheets are
available on request.
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PCB mounted encapsulated transformers
SERIES EI 42

SERIES EI 48

FEATURES

FEATURES

The EI 42 is designed mainly into applications where long life
with corresponding high output power is of the essence.

The EI 48 is available in O and KK housings for a great
variety of applications in numerous industries.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
VDE approved
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
230v / 115v

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
VDE approved
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
230v / 115v

AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN

Height

VA

Temp.-class

14,8

6

ta 70º C/B

Additional application-specific designs and data sheets are
available on request.

100
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Height

VA

Temp.-class

16,8

10

ta 70º C/B

20,5

12

ta 70º C/B

Additional application-specific designs and data sheets are
available on request.
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PCB mounted encapsulated transformers
SERIES EI 54

SERIES EI 60

FEATURES

FEATURES

This transformer is a true power unit which finds its use, for
example, in the power supply of drives.

This transformer is designed for use in large appliances and
demanding applications like heating controls.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
230v / 115v

100% leadfree and RoHS compliant
DIN EN 61 558
DIN EN 60 335-1 / Glow Wire test
vacuum encapsulated
split-bobbin
230v / 115v

AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN

Height

VA

Temp.-class

Height

VA

Temp.-class

18,8

16

ta 70º C/B

21

20

ta 70º C/B

23,0

20

ta 70º C/B

25,5

28

ta 70º C/B

Additional application-specific designs and data sheets are
available on request.

30,5

30

ta 70º C/B

35

35

ta 70º C/B

Additional application-specific designs and data sheets are
available on request.
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Wiring accessories
GLASS FUSES
Anti-surge - quick blow
SERIES SAS 20mm x 5mm ANTI-SURGE GLASS
Part number

Current rating

Part number

Current rating

Part number

Current rating

*SAS032

32MA

*SAS25

250MA

SAS200

2A

*SAS040

40MA

SAS31

315MA

SAS250

2.5A

*SAS050

50MA

*SAS40

400MA

SAS315

*SAS063

63MA

SAS50

500MA

*SAS400

4A
5A

*SAS080

80MA

*SAS63

630MA

SAS500

*SAS10

100MA

SAS80

800MA

*SAS630

*SAS12

125MA

SAS100

1A

*SAS16

160MA

*SAS125

1.25A

*SAS20

200MA

SAS160

1.6A

3.15A

6.3A

SAS800

8A

*SAS1000

10A

Part number

Current rating

SERIES RM 1” x 1/4” BS1362 RING MAIN CERAMIC
Part number

Current rating

Part number

Current rating

RM1

1A

RM7

7A

RM2

2A

RM10

10A

RM3

3A

RM13

13A

RM5

5A

SERIES QB 20mm x 5mm QUICK-BLOW GLASS
Part number

Current rating

Part number

Current rating

*QB032

32MA

*QB20

200MA

*QB125

1.25A

*QB040

40MA

*QB25

250MA

*QB160

1.6A

*QB050

50MA

*QB31

315MA

QB200

*QB063

63MA

*QB40

400MA

*QB250

2A

*QB080

80MA

QB50

500MA

QB315

*QB10

100MA

*QB63

630MA

*QB400

4A

*QB12

125MA

QB80

800MA

*QB500

5A

*QB16

160MA

QB100

1A

*QB630

6.3A

Part number

Current rating

2.5A
3.15A

SERIES QBC 20mm x 5mm QUICK-BLOW CERAMIC
Part number

Current rating

Part number

Current rating

*QBC050

50MA

*QBC31

315MA

QBC200

*QBC063

63MA

*QBC40

400MA

*QBC250

*QBC080

80MA

*QBC50

500MA

*QBC315

3.15A

*QBC10

100MA

*QBC63

630MA

*QBC400

4A

*QBC12

125MA

*QBC80

800MA

*QBC500

*QBC16

160MA

QBC100

*QBC20

200MA

*QBC125

1.25A

*QBC800

8A

*QBC25

250MA

*QBC160

1.6A

*QBC1000

10A

1A

QBC630

2A
2.5A

5A
6.3A

PLEASE NOTE
* Ratings marked with an asterisk are available in packs of 1000 only. Other ratings are available in packs of 100 & 1000.
All part numbers must be suffixed H (100) or TH (1000) to denote pack size required.
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Wiring accessories
FUSE HOLDERS
20mm x 5mm

HTC35M

Panel mounting, threaded cap/carrier
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W

HTC55M

Panel mounting, bayonet fixing cap/carrier
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W

HTC70M

Panel mount, bayonet fixingcap/carrier
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W

HTC45M

Vertical p.c.b.mount, bayonet fixing cap/carrier
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W

HTC50M

Horizontal p.c.b. mount, bayonet fixing cap/carrier
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W

HTC15M

Fuse block, p.c.b. mounting
Shocksafe (PC2)
Contact resistance ≤ 10mΩ
Insulation resistance ≥ 10MΩ
Dielectric strength V~ ≥ 2000
Flammability rating UL94 V0
Solderability according to IEC 68-2-20
6.3A, 250v, 2.5W
Cover for fuse block type HTC15M
Transparent thermoplastic
Flammability rating UL94 V0

HTC140M

(except HTC15M & HTC140M)
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Wiring accessories
CABLE GLANDS
Nylon glands and accessories
NYLON CABLE GLANDS

Standard colour: black (NB)
Also available in grey (NG) and
white (NW)
Standard thread lengths:
M10, M13 - 8mm
M16 - 10mm
M20 - 11mm
M25 - 12mm
M32 - 13mm
Long thread lengths:
All sizes - 20mm
All types comply with IP66
Standard pack size: 100

NYLON LOCKNUTS

Standard colour: black (NB)
Also available in grey (NG) and
white (NW)
Standard pack size: 100

SEALING WASHERS

Material:
M10 & M13 - fibre
M16 to M32 - nylon
Standard pack size: 100

NYLON BUSHES

Standard colour: black (NB)
Also available in grey (NG) and
white (NW)
Standard pack size: 100

NYLON PLUGS

Standard colour: black (NB)
Also available in grey (NG) and
white (NW)
Standard pack size: 100
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Part number
(standard thread)

Part number
(long thread)

Thread
size

Cable diameter
range

7601NB
7602NB

7801NB
7802NB

M10
M10

2-5
5-7

7604NB
7605NB

7804NB
7805NB

M13
M13

2-5
5-7

7200NB
7202NB

7400NB
7402NB

M16
M16

4-7
7 - 10.5

7201NB
7203NB
7204NB

7401NB
7403NB
7404NB

M20
M20
M20

4-7
7 - 10.5
8 - 13

7208NB
7209NB
7205NB
7206NB

7408NB
7409NB
7405NB
7406NB

M25
M25
M25
M25

4-7
7 - 10.5
8 - 13
12 - 18

7207NB

7407NB

M32

18 - 24.5

Part number

Thread size

Across
flats

Overall depth

7160NB
7161NB
7159NB
7152NB
7156NB
7157NB

M10
M13
M16
M20
M25
M32

15
15
19
23
30
37

5
5
7
8
9
10

Part number

External
Diameter

Thickness

Internal
Diameter

8160NB
8161NB
8159NB
8152NB
8156NB
8157NB

17
17
22
26
32
42

1
1
1
1
1
1

10
13
16
20
25
32

Part number

Thread size

Across
flats

Overall depth

7172NB
7174NB
7176NB
7178NB

M16
M20
M25
M32

19
23
28
38

11
14
19
25

Part number

Thread size

Across
flats

Overall depth

7192NB
7194NB
7196NB
7198NB

M16
M20
M25
M32

19
23
28
36

14
18
18
19
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Wiring accessories
ACCESSORIES
Clamp bars - cord grips - cable sockets - clamp washers
CLAMPING BARS

Use singly or in pairs
(Supplied in pack of 100 only)

NYLON CORD GRIPS

Part
number

Description

Overall
length

Recess
length

Fix
centres

700
701
702
703
704
706P
708

Black nylon, 3.2mm dia. holes
Red pressphane
White nylon with pips
Natural nylon with ribs
White ABS with ribs
White polystyrene
White polystyrene

23.8
23.8
22.8
22.8
30
36
43

7
7
9
8.7
10
11.6
23

16.2
16.2
15.8
16.0
20.0
24.0
33.0

Part
number

Thread
size

Overall
length

Overall
diameter

Internal
diameter

Colour

750 HB
750 HW

M10
M10

20.5
20.5

12
12

6.5
6.5

Black
White

Use singly or in pairs
(Supplied in packs of 100 only)

PORCELAIN BEADS,
INTERLOCKING AND
CYLINDRICAL

INTERLOCKING TYPE
Diameter (mm)
Part
number

Int.

Ext.

Quantity (approx)
per metre

To take
(S.W.G.)

IPB1
IPB2

1-4
1-7

3-1
4-2

380
290

18
17

3 - 45

288

17

CYLINDRICAL TYPE
PCMIC

1-6

(Supplied in 1 kilo packs)
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Wiring accessories
ACCESSORIES
Rubber and PVC grommets
OPEN RUBBER GROMMETS
PANEL HOLE
"a"

"b"

Part number

Dim. A mm

Dim. B mm

Dim. C mm

R64-16-40
R127-16-95
R127-32-95
R190-16-143
R190-32-143
R254-16-191

6.4
12.7
12.7
19
19
25.4

1.6
1.6
3.2
1.6
3.2
1.6

4
9.5
9.5
14.3
14.3
19.1

Part number

Dim. A mm

Dim. B mm

Dim. C mm

R64-16-40
R191-16-125
R200-16-155

6.4
19.1
20

1.6
1.6
1.6

4
12.5
15.5

Part number

Dim. A mm

Dim. B mm

Dim. C mm

PSB64-16-00F
PSB127-16-00F
PSB191-20-00C
PSB254-16-00F
PSB254-16-00C

6.4
12.7
19.1
25.4
25.4

1.6
1.6
3
1.6
1.6

9.5
17.5
25.4
31.8
31.8

Part number

Dim. A mm

Dim. B mm

Dim. C mm

PB158-16-00
PB220-24-00
PB254-24-00

15.5
20
25.4

1.6
2.4
2.4

22
28.5
32

Pack size

CABLE HOLE
"c"

Supplied in standard packs only

OPEN PVC GROMMETS
PANEL HOLE
"a"

Pack size

"b"

CABLE HOLE
"c"

Supplied in standard packs only

SEMI-BLIND PVC GROMMETS
OOC
PANEL HOLE
"a"

Pack size

"b"

OVERALL DIAMETER
"c"

Supplied in standard packs only

DOMED PVC GROMMETS
OOF
PANEL HOLE
"a"

Pack size

"b"

OVERALL DIAMETER
"c"

Supplied in standard packs only
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About Metway

Terms and Conditions

Metway History
Metway Electrical Industries was established in 1937 and is still a privately owned family business. Metway has been providing
electrical connector solutions for over fifty years to the lighting and electronic sector, now with a range in excess of 20,000
products from simple terminal blocks to PCB mount connectors and transformers.

CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT
No condition or stipulations, which are attached to the buyer’s form of
order, and which are inconsistent with these terms or which add to or
modify them in any way, shall have any effect, unless expressly accepted
in writing by a Director of the Company at the time of acknowledgement of
each separate order. In the absence of such acceptance, the buyer shall
be deemed to have withdrawn or waived his conditions or stipulations and
to contract solely on these terms.

The Wiring Systems division was launched in 1999 concentrating on providing a “plug & play” alternative to conventional wiring
which has evolved into a rapidly growing business. The inclusion of a full lighting control range ensures that Metway is at the
forefront of its market.
Metway’s head office in Brighton, incorporating a 17,500 square foot warehouse
and production facility, is the hub that enables a fast turnaround of orders. A vast
stock holding and on-site manufacturing ensures that customer requirements are
met.
Mission Statement
To supply high quality competitive connector & lighting control solutions to the
electrical & electronic industry, backed by high levels of service and technical
support.

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS
Special quotations at variance from our current PRICE LISTS, and
variances from these Terms and Conditions of Trading, shall only be valid if
in writing and signed by an authorised official of the Company

Our aim
We aim to be the friendliest and most flexible organisation within our industry,
providing fast and efficient service to all our customers.

ORDERS
Orders should be in writing. Verbal orders will be accepted, but the
customer will be responsible for any errors of description or quantity, or
date of delivery in goods supplied there under.

Quality policy
Metway is committed to a policy that will ensure that our customers are provided
with products of a consistently high level of quality, reliability, safety and that
products are delivered at the agreed time. Metway is also committed to improving
service to our customers by exceeding their expectations.

CANCELLATION
1. After acceptance, orders shall not be subject to cancellation or
alteration, except with the agreement of the Company in writing and signed
by an authorised official.
2. Cancellation of orders for goods specially made to customers
specifications, cannot be accepted
3. Cancellation or alteration charges may be applicable, to cover the cost
of our administration

To achieve these objectives the company's Quality Management System is
registered to BS EN ISO 9001:2008. As a means to monitor and measure
Metway's performance a number of indicators are measured and reported at
monthly management meetings, with a view to continual improvement.

NEW ACCOUNTS
In order to avoid delay, goods up to the value of £250, can be despatched
upon receipt of a completed and signed METWAY credit application form.
For orders which exceed this value, it will be necessary to ask for the
difference on account. Credit applications are only accepted on the
METWAY credit application forms which can be posted or faxed
immediately upon request.

The maintenance of quality is the responsibility of all staff and each is responsible
for implementing the requirements of the quality system. Staff are trained in all
aspects of the quality system.
Rigorous quality control procedures and international product approval provides you and your customers with peace of mind.
Environmental policy
Metway accepts its environmental responsibilities and recognises its obligations to contribute to the resolution of global and
local environmental issues by reducing its environmental impacts and by taking a leading role in promoting environmental good
practice. Therefore Metway will:
comply with all relevant legislation and codes of practice
continually seek to improve its environmental performance
integrate environmental concerns into all planning
improve staff environmental awareness and understanding
All materials used in our products are non-toxic and have no known detrimental effects on the Environment. Wherever possible
we use packaging that is biodegradable or we can arrange for this to be returned to us for recycling or safe disposal. Please
contact us if you have any special requirements in this area.
Policies correct at time of going to print. For the latest information please go to www.metway.co.uk
Metway Electrical Industries Limited
Barrie House
18 North Street
Portslade
East Sussex BN41 1DG
Telephone:
Sales
Reception
Accounts
Fax:
Email:
Web:

2

PRICES AND VARIATION
1. All prices quoted or listed by the Company, are based on the prices of
the company’s suppliers at the time of quotation listing. These are subject
to adjustment prior to despatch to cover any increase in such prices, or in
taxation or duty which might take place prior to delivery, such prices are
exclusive of packing, carriage and VAT.
2. Where goods are to be imported, the Company reserves the right to
vary the price quoted, to reflect the rate of exchange for the purchase of
the relevant currency in pounds sterling.

RETURNS
We cannot accept the return of goods unless our prior consent has first
been obtained, and the goods are returned to us in their original boxes or
cartons, and in an unused condition. We reserve the right to make a 10%
handling charge, min £40, which ever is the greater, to cover our
administration costs, should this be necessary.
DRAWINGS/DATA
1. All specifications, drawings and particulars of weights, dimensions,
capacity or other details are approximate only. Specific details can be
confirmed on request.
2. We shall make every effort to ensure the accuracy of technical details
relating to our goods but we accept no liability in contract or tort or under
statute or otherwise for any damages or injury arising directly or indirectly
from any error or omission in such technical details whether caused by our
negligence or otherwise.
3. The Company reserves the right to amend and/or improve designs at
any time without notice.
PERFORMANCE
1. We shall use our best endeavours to provide you with general advice
about our goods.
2. The responsibility for ensuring that goods are sufficient and suitable for
your requirements is your sole responsibility.
EXPORT
The foregoing conditions also apply to export orders. Our prices are ex
works, packing & freight at extra cost. We shall be pleased to quote
especially if substantial quantities are required. Payment terms are
negotiable.
DISCLAIMER
Metway will not accept responsibility for connections made between its
connectors and other unapproved manufacturers connectors. For details of
approved connectors contact Metway.

DELIVERY DATES
While the Company will use its best endeavours to meet any stated
delivery dates, time shall not be the essence of the contract and the
Company shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever, resulting
directly or indirectly from late delivery.
DELIVERY
1. All prices are ex works, and all or any costs of delivery will be charged to
the buyer, unless otherwise stated under the terms of the contract, or at
time of order. Goods will be consigned by post, or road transport, to an
address in the United Kingdom, specified by the buyer in writing.
2. In the event of non-deliver, the buyer must notify the Company
(i) in the case of non-delivery, within the United Kingdom,
within 7 days of notification of despatch, or receipt of
invoice, whichever is the earlier
(ii) In the case of overseas non-delivery, within 14 days of
notification of despatch, or receipt of invoice, whichever is
the earlier.
Otherwise, a claim cannot be made on the carriers for loss in transit, if we
are not so advised, the consignee will be deemed to be responsible for the
loss
3. Every care is taken in checking goods In the event of shortage or
damage, the buyer must notify the Company within 3 days of receipt of
goods, the packages and the contents must be retained for carriers
inspection where necessary
PAYMENT
1. Payment is strictly 30 days Net, unless otherwise agreed in writing and
signed by a director of the company.
2. If payment is not made in accordance with the agreed terms, the buyer
shall be deemed to be in default of payment and the Company shall be
entitled without prejudice to any other rights it may have to charge interest
at the rate of 8% above the Bank of England base rate, from time to time in
force, until the amount owing is paid in full. The Company reserves the
right to charge the buyer for any legal costs involved in connection with the
recovery of outstanding amounts due.
3. Failure to make due payment of deliveries, under these terms, or any
other contract between the buyer and the Company, shall entitle the
Company to delay, suspend, or cancel deliveries in whole or in part at its
option, or withdraw account facilities.
4. If account facilities are withdrawn, then all outstanding invoices will
immediately fall due for payment, and a demand as such will be made at
the time of withdrawal of these facilities
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+44 (0) 1273 439288
sales@metway.co.uk
www.metway.co.uk
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RETENTION OF TITLE
1. The property and title to the goods shall remain with the Company, until
such time as all sums owing for and in respect of the goods have been
received from the buyer by the Company
2. Until such time, the buyer is required to store the goods in such a way,
that they clearly remain the property of the Company.
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Ask about our
Pre-fabricated Wiring
Systems and Lighting
Control catalogue.
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DRAWINGS/DATA
We shall make every effort to ensure the accuracy of technical details relating to our goods but we accept no liability
in contract or tort or under statute or otherwise for any damages or injury arising directly or indirectly from any error or
omission in such technical details whether caused by our negligence or otherwise.
The Company reserves the right to amend and/or to improve designs at any time without notice.
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